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Abstract

In this report we present the research plan for the RHIC spin program. The report covers 1) the
science of the RHIC spin program in a world-wide context; 2) the collider performance require-
ments for the RHIC spin program; 3) the detector upgrades required, including timelines; 4) time
evolution of the spin program.
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1 Executive Summary

An action item from the June 30-July 1, 2004 DOE Office of Nuclear Physics Science and Tech-
nology Review of the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) written Report, dated September 13, 2004, was that”BNL should prepare a document
that articulates its research plan for the RHIC spin physicsprogram. A copy should be submitted
to DOE by January 31, 2005.”This document is submitted to the DOE Office of Nuclear Physics
on behalf of the Laboratory, in response to that action item.

We provide here a plan that addresses: 1) the science of the RHIC spin program in a world-
wide context; 2) the collider performance requirements forthe RHIC spin program; 3) the de-
tector upgrades required, including timelines; 4) time evolution of the spin program. The RHIC
Spin Plan Group was charged to formulate the plan by Thomas Kirk, BNL Associate Director for
High Energy and Nuclear Physics. The charge is given in the appendix.

The importance of the study of nucleon spin to nuclear physics and the anticipated contribu-
tion of RHIC is discussed in the first section of this report. Spin plays a central role in our theory
of the strong interactions,Quantum Chromodynamicsor QCD, and to understand spin phenom-
ena in QCD will help to understand QCD itself. Nucleons, protons and neutrons, are built from
quarks and the QCD force-carrier, gluons.Unpolarizeddeep inelastic scattering (DIS) experi-
ments, scattering high energy electrons and muons from nucleons, first discovered quarks in the
1960s, and then over the next 30 years, DIS experiments exquisitely verified the QCD prediction
for the energy dependence of the scattering. This was a triumph of QCD.Polarizeddeep inelas-
tic scattering experiments then showed that the quarks in the nucleons carry only about 20% of
the nucleon spin, a major surprise. The remaining 80% must becarried by the gluon spin and
by orbital angular momentum of the quarks and gluons in the nucleon. Experiments with polar-
ization at RHIC will probe the proton spin in new profound ways. A particular strength of the
RHIC spin program is to measure the gluon contribution to the proton spin. A second emphasis
will be a clean, elegant measurement of the quark and anti-quark polarizations, sorted by quark
flavor, through parity-violating production of W bosons. RHIC will also probe the structure of
transversely polarized protons, which may be related to theorbital angular momentum of the
quarks and gluons in the proton. To contribute to the understanding of nucleon structure and the
nature of confinement of the quarks and gluons inside the nucleons is the primary goal of the spin
physics program at RHIC.

The key points of this report are emphasized in the followingthree figures.

Science. In Figure 1, we show the sensitivity that we expect for measurements of gluon
polarization in the proton. RHIC will measure this with a number of probes, which will test our
understanding of the underlying physics, and produce a robust result for this key measurement.
The expected sensitivity of the ongoing DIS experiment at CERN, COMPASS, is also shown.
Measuring the gluon polarization is a worldwide quest, and RHIC will provide the most sensitive
and definitive results.

The figure shows expected results for both high cross sectionprocesses (left panel, jets), and
for the more theoretically precise but lower cross section process of direct photon production.
Pion and jet probes will give important results earlier in the program with lower luminosity and
polarization, with one result from the 2003 run already published, and it is anticipated that results
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Figure 1:Plot of the gluon polarization,∆g/g, vs.x, the fraction of the proton momentum carried
by the gluon. The curves in both panels show the gluon polarizations from two analyses [1, 2]
of polarized deeply-inelastic scattering data [3]. The left panel shows STAR sensitivities from
jet production at

√
s = 500 GeV, and the right panel shows projections for PHENIX for direct-

photon production at 200 and 500 GeV. Results and projections from existing fixed target deep
inelastic scattering experiment di-hadron data [4, 5, 6] are also shown. Experiments measure
the beam helicity asymmetryALL. Its conversion to∆g/g requires a global analysis. This plot
represents an example of sensitivity to∆g/g of the different experiments.

from the 2005 run will greatly constrain the gluon polarization. The direct photon channel (right
panel) most directly measures the gluon polarization. This”golden channel” requires high lu-
minosity and high polarization. We have a robust theoretical understanding of the reactions that
we will use to probe the proton spin structure, with confirmedpredictions of cross sections from
next-to-leading order QCD.

Fig. 1 also shows the importance of both 200 and 500 GeV running. 200 GeV running gives
sensitivity to about half of the expected integral contribution of gluons to the proton spin. Sensi-
tivity to much of the remainder requires access to lower momentum fractions that will be probed
in the 500 GeV runs. With running at the two energies, a large gluon polarization, consistent with
the gluon carrying most of the spin of the proton, would be precisely measured.

In Figure 2, we show the expected sensitivity to anti-quark polarization, sorted by flavor.
This is a direct measurement by observing the parity violating production of W bosons, with
RHIC running at

√
s=500 GeV. RHIC will provide definitive measurements, where only model-

dependent results presently exist from DIS. This will be an exciting result, addressing how it is
that the combination of quark and anti-quarks in the proton carry little of the proton spin. The
focus on the dependence of the spin structure on antiquark flavor will provide a profound test of
the mechanisms for producing the sea of quark-antiquark pairs that strongly influences nucleon
structure.

Experiment Upgrades for W Program To accomplish the W measurements, both STAR
and PHENIX must upgrade their detectors. STAR requires additional precision forward tracking
to unambiguously determine the charge sign of the∼40 GeV electrons forW → e± + ν. This
will be proposed in 2006, for completion for the 2010 run, at an estimated cost of $5M. PHENIX
requires additional triggering for selection of theW → µ± + ν decays out of the expected 10
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Figure 2:Quark and antiquark polarization in the proton,∆f/f(x), vs. log x with models [7, 8]
for u, d, ū andd̄; with expected uncertainties for RHIC.x is the fraction of the proton momentum
carried by the quark/antiquark.

million collisions per second for the 500 GeV running. This is being proposed this year, for
completion for the 2009 run, at an estimated cost of $3.3M.

Accelerator Requirements and Time EvolutionTo accomplish these important physics
goals, we need high polarization, high luminosity, and significant running at both

√
s=200 GeV

(the present spin program energy) and at
√
s=500 GeV (RHIC at the full heavy ion rigidity). The

present level of polarization is 45% and we expect to reach the target of 70% in 2006 for 200
GeV running. We plan to develop the polarization for 500 GeV running over the next several
years, and expect to reach the target of 70% in time for the 500GeV program in 2009. The
minimum and maximum expected luminosities per year are shown in Figure 3, with three bands.
The first band begins in 2005, and displays the integrated luminosity with time for 10 weeks of
physics running per year, for 200 GeV. The 200 GeV run continues to mid-2009, when we show
the changeover to 500 GeV. This change is dictated by reaching the target luminosity goal shown
on the figure for 200 GeV. The target is the basis of the sensitivities shown in Fig. 1.

Beginning mid-2009, we switch to 500 GeV. Both W physics and gluon polarization physics
will be pursued. This is shown reaching the target in 2012, with 10 physics weeks per year. This,
then, gives the sensitivities shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 3 also shows a band for running spin for 5 physics weeksper year, taken as 10 weeks
every two years to reduce end effects. The band shows only 200GeV running because, even by
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Figure 3: Minimum and maximum projected integrated luminosity through FY2012. Delivered
luminosity numbers are given for one of two interaction points. For the scenario with 10 weeks of
physics operation per year, the assumed energy is

√
s=200 GeV until mid-FY2009, and 500 GeV

thereafter. For the scenario with 10 weeks every other year, the assumed energy is 200 GeV
throughout the entire period.

2012, we will not have accumulated the target luminosity forgluon polarization measurements.
To complete the program as we have shown it requires running to at least 2019.

Responding to the charge to the spin planning group (see appendix), we considered just two
running scenarios, 5 and 10 spin physics weeks per year. These indicate”the physics goals
that can be met over a period of years without involving the Group in difficult funding and cost
scenarios that are not central to the calculation of physicsaccomplishments over time.”

The 10 week per year scenario shown in Fig. 3 includes the assumption that the detector
upgrades for STAR and PHENIX for the W program are accomplished by 2010, and is therefore
”technically driven”. This is the preferred scenario from BNL.

The 5 week per year scenario, shown also in Fig. 3, requires atleast 6 years of running
at each energy to accomplish the definitive measurements of gluon polarization and anti-quark
polarization shown in Figures 1 and 2. Thus, for example, by 2012 one would not yet have
constrained well the total gluon contribution to the protonspin, and would not have begun to
probe the sea quark polarizations. Such a slow and inefficient approach would seriously degrade
the impact of the RHIC spin program.

The 5 week per year plan would be a most difficult and unfortunate scenario, with RHIC
poised to answer these major questions on nucleon structure. With this scenario, not only will
the answers be very slow in coming, but the community of world-class accelerator physicists,
experimenters, and theorists that drive the program, reaching already state of the art polarization
and luminosity, and with remarkable physics output, will not be challenged to their capacities
and these teams will be difficult to maintain.

By achieving the measurement sensitivities shown in Figures1 and 2, RHIC will contribute
major new understanding to the structure of the protons and neutrons that make up the known
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matter in the universe, and to our understanding of the theory of the strong interaction, Quantum
Chromodynamics. This work will qualitatively change our understanding of the nuclear force,
contributing to a field developed through major breakthroughs in theory, including the discovery
of asymptotic freedom in QCD that received the 2004 Nobel Prize in Physics, and in experiment,
with the discoveries of quarks, precision confirmation of predicted scaling violations, and the
spin surprise that the quarks carry very little of the nucleon spin.

The body of the report provides the details for the program described above. The report
also includes other exciting science areas, such as plannedstudies (and an already published
measurement) on transverse spin, which may access orbital angular momentum. A number of
heavy ion driven (or with spin) upgrades, based on a detectorR&D program supported since FY
2003 as part of the RHIC operations budget, also offer exciting spin physics opportunities, and
these are described in the Experiments section of the report.
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2 The science case for RHIC Spin

Spin is one of the most fundamental concepts in physics, deeply rooted in Poincaŕe invariance
and hence in the structure of space-time itself. All elementary particles we know today carry spin,
among them the particles that are subject to the strong interactions, the spin-1/2 quarks and the
spin-1 gluons. Spin, therefore, plays a central role also inour theory of the strong interactions,
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), and to understand spin phenomena in QCD will help to un-
derstand QCD itself. To contribute to this understanding is the primary goal of the spin physics
program at RHIC.

It is a remarkable property of QCD, known asconfinement, that quarks and gluons are not seen
in isolation, but only bound to singlet states of the strong “color” charge they carry. At the heart
of investigating confinement in QCD is the study of the inner structure of strongly-interacting
particles in nature that are composed of quarks and gluons. Among these, the proton and neutron
are clearly special as they make up all nuclei and hence most of the visible mass in the universe.
Their detailed study is therefore of fundamental interest.The proton and neutron also carry spin-
1/2, which immediately brings the central role of spin in nucleon structure to the fore. It is worth
recalling that the discovery of the fact that the proton has structure– and hence really the birth
of strong interaction physics– was due to spin, through the measurement of a very unexpected
“anomalous” magnetic moment of the proton by O. Stern and collaborators in 1933 [9]. Today,
after decades of ever more detailed studies of nucleon structure, a prime question is how the
proton spin-1/2 is composed of the average spins and orbitalangular momenta of quarks and
gluons inside the proton. Polarization has become an essential tool in the investigation of the
strong interactions through nucleon structure.

Quarks were originally introduced simply based on symmetryconsiderations [10], in an at-
tempt to bring order into the large array of strongly-interacting particles observed in experiment.
In order to satisfy the Pauli exclusion principle for baryons such as the∆++ or theΩ− which
are made up of three quarks of the same flavor, the spin-1/2 quarks had to carry a new quantum
number [11], later termed “color”. A modern rendition of Rutherford’s experiment has shown
us that quarks are real. This experiment is the deeply-inelastic scattering (DIS) of electrons (or,
later, muons) off the nucleon, a program that was started in the late 1960’s at SLAC [12]. A high-
energy electron interacts with the nucleon, via exchange ofa highly virtual photon. For virtuality
of

√

Q2 > 1 GeV distances< 0.2 fm are probed in the proton. The proton breaks up in the course
of the interaction. The early DIS results compelled an interpretation as elastic scattering of the
electron off pointlike, spin-1/2, constituents of the nucleon [13, 14], carrying fractional electric
charge. These constituents, called “partons” were subsequently identified with the quarks. The
existence of gluons was proved indirectly from a missing∼ 50% contribution [15] to the proton
momentum not accounted for by the quarks. Later on, direct evidence for gluons was found in
three-”jet” production in electron-positron annihilation [16]. From observed angular distributions
of the jets it became clear that gluons have spin one [17].

The so successful parton interpretation of DIS assumed thatpartons are practically free (i.e.,
non-interacting) on the short time scales set by the high virtuality of the exchanged photon. This
implied that the underlying theory of the strong interactions must actually be relatively weak
on short time or, equivalently, distance scales [18]. In a groundbreaking development, Gross,
Wilczek and Politzer showed in 1973 that the non-abelian theory “QCD” of quarks and gluons,
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which had just been developed a few months earlier [19], possessed this remarkable feature of
“asymptotic freedom” [20], a discovery for which they were awarded the 2004 Nobel Prize for
Physics. The interactions of partons at short distances, while weak in QCD, were then predicted to
lead to visible effects in the experimentally measured DIS structure functions known as “scaling
violations” [21]. These essentially describe the responseof the partonic structure of the proton
to the resolving power of the virtual photon, set by its virtuality Q2. It has arguably beenthe
triumph of QCD that the predicted scaling violations have been observed experimentally and
verified with great precision. Deeply-inelastic scattering thus paved the way for our theory of the
strong interactions, QCD.

Over the following two decades or so, studies of nucleon structure became ever more detailed
and precise. Partly this was due to increased luminosities and energies of lepton machines, even-
tually culminating in the HERA ep collider. Also, hadron colliders entered the scene. It was
realized that, again thanks to asymptotic freedom, the partonic structure of the nucleon seen in
DIS is universal in the sense that it can also be studied in very inelastic reactions in proton-proton
scattering [22, 23, 24]. This offered the possibility to learn about other aspects of nucleon struc-
ture (and hence, QCD), for instance about its gluon content which is not primarily accessed in
DIS. Being known with more precision, nucleon structure alsobecame a tool in the search of
new physics, the outstanding example perhaps being the discovery of theW± andZ bosons at
CERN’s Sp̄pS collider [25]. The Tevatron collider today and LHC in the near future are contin-
uations of this theme.

A further milestone in the study of the nucleon was the adventof polarizedelectron beams
in the early seventies [26]. This later on allowed to performDIS measurements withpolarized
lepton beam and nucleon target [27], offering for the first time the possibility to study whether for
example quarks and antiquarks have on average preferred spin directions inside a spin-polarized
nucleon. The program of polarized DIS has been continuing ever since and has been an enor-
mously successful branch of particle physics. Its single most important result is the finding that
quark and antiquark spins provide very little – only about∼ 20% – of the proton spin [3, 28].
In parallel, starting from the mid 1970’s, there also was a very important line of research on
polarization phenomena in hadron-hadron reactions in fixed-target kinematics. In particular, un-
expectedly large single-transverse spin asymmetries wereseen [29, 30, 31] which, as will be
discussed later, may tell us about further fundamental spin-related properties of the nucleon, but
have defied a complete understanding in QCD so far.

In the context of the exploration of nucleon structure achieved so far, it is clear that the RHIC
spin program is the logical continuation. Very much in the spirit of the unpolarized hadron
colliders in the 1980’s, RHIC enters the field to start from where polarized DIS has taken us so
far. Here, too, asymptotic freedom of QCD, accessible because of the high energy of RHIC’s
polarized beams, is the tool to investigate the partonic structure of the proton. Experiments with
polarization at RHIC will probe the proton spin in new profound ways [32], complementary to
polarized DIS. We will learn about the polarization of gluons in the proton and about details
of the flavor structure of the polarized quark and antiquark distributions. RHIC will probe the
structure of transversely polarized protons, and we hope tounravel the origin of the transverse-
spin asymmetries mentioned above. RHIC will also investigate polarization phenomena in high-
energyelasticscattering of protons, an equally uncharted area of QCD. Finally, if circumstances
are very favorable, knowledge gathered about the spin structure of the proton could conceivably
be used to turn RHIC into a discovery machine for New Physics, or a machine that probes the
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chiral structure, inaccessible in unpolarized pp collisions, of new interactions possibly to be
found at the LHC.

The field of nucleon structure thrives on the complementarity of information obtained in
lepton-nucleon and nucleon-nucleon scattering. We shall see examples of this throughout this
report. We see a collider with polarized electrons and protons as the next logical step after RHIC
in our quest to explore the spin structure of the nucleon and spin phenomena in QCD.

After a brief review of where we currently stand in this field,the subsequent sections will
address the most exciting aspects of the RHIC spin physics program in more detail.

2.1 Synopsis of results from polarized DIS

Spin physics at RHIC has been motivated by the exciting results from the experimental program
on polarized DIS over the last∼ 30 years [3]. Most of the DIS measurements were performed
with longitudinal polarization of the lepton beam and the nucleon target. The difference of cross
sections for the case where the lepton and nucleon have aligned spins or opposite spins then gives
access to the spin-dependent structure functiong1(x,Q

2) of the nucleon. HereQ2 is as before
the virtuality of the exchanged photon, andx is the Bjorken variable,x = Q2/(2P · q) with
P andq the nucleon and photon momenta, respectively. The left partof Fig. 4 shows a recent
compilation [33] of the world data ong1(x,Q

2). Information from both proton and neutron
targets is available. The importance ofg1 lies in the fact that it has a simple interpretation in the
parton model, equivalent to considering the lepton-nucleon interaction as a scattering of polarized
leptons off polarized free partons. In the parton model, andincluding the dominant part of the
QCD scaling violations mentioned above,g1 may be written as

g1(x,Q
2) =

1

2

∑

q

e2q
[

∆q(x,Q2) + ∆q̄(x,Q2)
]

. (1)

Here the∆q, ∆q̄ are the helicity distribution functions of quarks and antiquarks in the nucleon.
For example,

∆q(x,Q2) = q+(x,Q2) − q−(x,Q2) (2)

counts the number densities of quarks with the same helicityas the nucleon, minus opposite.
It contains information on thespinstructure of the proton. The kinematic Bjorken variablex is
identified with the proton momentum fraction carried by the struck quark. TheQ2-dependence of
the parton distributions is precisely the dependence on the“resolving power” mentioned earlier,
quantitatively predictable in QCD perturbation theory, thanks to asymptotic freedom. It is also
known asQ2-“evolution” of the parton distributions [34]. Physically, it expresses the fact that
asQ2 increases one has higher resolution of the partons, so that it is more likely that a struck
quark has radiated one or more gluons so that it is effectively resolved into several partons, each
with lower momentum fraction. Similarly, a struck quark mayhave originated from a gluon
splitting into a quark-antiquark pair. This picture explains another remarkable feature of the DIS
scaling violations: theQ2-dependence of the quark densities, and hence of the structure function
g1(x,Q

2), is partly driven by thegluon density in the proton, despite the fact that the gluon
density does not appear in Eq. (1). The polarized “helicity”gluon density is defined in analogy
with Eq. (2) as

∆g(x,Q2) = g+(x,Q2) − g−(x,Q2) . (3)
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Figure 4:Left: data on the spin structure functionxg1, as compiled and shown in [33]. Right:
results from an analysis [2] of polarized DIS in terms of spin-dependent nucleon parton densities
∆Σ(x,Q2) and∆g(x,Q2) atQ2 = 1 GeV2. ∆Σ is the total quark and antiquark helicity distri-
bution (see Eq. (4)) and∆g the gluon helicity distribution defined in Eq. (3). The shaded bands
represent a range of distributions found consistent with polarized DIS data in [2].

Thus scaling violations in polarized DIS allow, in principle, to determine not only the∆q + ∆q̄
combinations for various flavors, but also∆g.

Extensive analyses of polarized-DIS data in terms of the polarized parton distributions have
been performed by several groups, taking into account a “state-of-the-art” theoretical framework
that includes additional non-leading (“higher-order”) corrections to the framework described
above [1, 2, 8, 35, 36]. One result, taken from [2], is shown inthe right part of Fig. 4. The
results refer to aQ2 scale of 1 GeV2, which is a typical scale from which perturbative evolution
as described above could be used to calculate the distributions at higherQ2. The first panel shows
the sum of all polarized quark and antiquark distributions,

∆Σ = ∆u+ ∆ū+ ∆d+ ∆d̄+ ∆s+ ∆s̄ (4)

as a function ofx. As can be seen, it is known to a fair accuracy, except at the lower x, where
we have indicated by a shaded band a range of∆Σ(x) that was found to be consistent with the
polarized-DIS data in Ref. [2]. The right-hand plot displaysthe polarized gluon density∆g.
Evidently, we know very little about gluon polarization in the nucleon. The latter result is not
surprising: as we pointed out earlier, the only informationon ∆g from polarized DIS comes
from scaling violations. Since all experiments performed so far have been with fixed targets,
the available energy, and hence the reach inQ2, have been very limited, resulting in a virtually
unconstrained∆g.
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It has been possible to extrapolate the results shown in Fig.4 tox → 0. There are important
insights into nucleon structure that could be gained from this. First of all, there is a venerable
sum rule by Bjorken [37] – that actually predates QCD – which remarkably relates the integrals
over allx of the high-Q2 DIS polarized structure functions for the proton and the neutron to the
decay constantgA ≈ 1.273 in low-energy neutronβ-decay:

∫ 1

0

dx
(

gp
1(x,Q

2) − gn
1 (x,Q2)

)

=
1

6
gA + O(αs(Q

2)) , (5)

where we have indicated that there are perturbative-QCD corrections to the relation, known to
very high accuracy. This sum rule, which was the original motivation for performing measure-
ments in polarized DIS, has been verified experimentally at the10% level [3].

Using further information from baryonβ-decays, it was also possible to determine thex-
integral over the combination∆Σ shown in Fig. 4. This has resulted in one of the most renowned
– and debated – results in recent Nuclear and Particle Physics [28]. The importance of the integral
of ∆Σ, also known as the nucleon “axial charge”, lies in the fact that it yields the average of all
quark and antiquark helicity contributions to the proton helicity:

〈Sq〉 =
1

2

∫ 1

0

∆Σ(x,Q2)dx . (6)

This follows from the definition of the spin-dependent quarkdistribution functions in Eq. (2); the
factor 1/2 is because quarks carry spin-1/2. Experimentally [3],

〈Sq〉 ≈ 0.1 , (7)

with an error of about 50%. Despite its large error, the fact that 〈Sq〉 � 0.5 implies that very
little of the proton spin is carried by that of the quarks. This result is in striking contrast with
predictions from constituent quark models and has therefore been dubbed “proton spin crisis”.
Even though the identification of nucleon with parton helicity is not a prediction of QCD, such
models have enjoyed success in describing hadron magnetic moments and spectroscopy. In any
case, polarized DIS teaches us that we must look elsewhere for the proton spin!

2.2 Compelling questions in spin physics

The results from polarized inclusive DIS clearly called forfurther investigation of the nucleon
spin. What are first of all the other candidates for carrying the nucleon spin? An examination of
angular momentum in QCD equates the spin-1/2 of the proton by contributions from quark spins,
gluon spins, and quark and gluon orbital angular momenta [38, 39, 40]:

1

2
= 〈Sq〉 + 〈Sg〉 + 〈Lq〉 + 〈Lg〉 . (8)

We have suppressed a dependence of each of the terms on the resolution scaleQ2. The gluon
spin contribution is directly obtained from the gluon helicity distribution in Eq. (3):

〈Sg〉(Q2) =

∫ 1

0

∆g(x,Q2)dx . (9)
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Equation (8) motivates a substantial part not only of RHIC spin physics, but of virtually all major
current activities in the field of high-energy spin physics.More specifically, the compelling
questions are:

How do gluons contribute to the proton spin? There are good reasons to be interested in
∆g(x,Q2). First of all, its integral could well be a major contributorto the proton spin. In fact,
it is a remarkable feature of QCD that at momentum scales relevant to RHIC physics〈Sg〉(Q2)
may well be significant, perhaps even large compared to the “1/2” on the right-hand-side of
Eq. (8). The reason is that the integral of∆g(x,Q2) evolves as1/αs(Q

2) [41], that is, rises
logarithmically withQ. This peculiar evolution pattern is a very deep prediction of QCD, related
to its so-called axial anomaly. It has inspired ideas that a reason for the smallness of the quark spin
contribution should be sought in a “shielding” of the quark spins due to a particular perturbative
part of the DIS processγ∗g → qq̄ [41]. The associated contributions arise only at orderαs(Q

2);
however, the peculiar evolution of〈Sg〉(Q2) would compensate this suppression. To be of any
practical relevance, such models would require a large positive gluon spin contribution,〈Sg〉 > 1,
even at low “hadronic” scales of a GeV or so. A very large polarization of the confining fields
inside a nucleon, even though suggested by some nucleon models [42], would be a very puzzling
phenomenon and would once again challenge our picture of thenucleon. Subsection 2.5 will
discuss in detail the efforts being made at RHIC to address thequestions related to∆g, and the
prospects for the planned measurements.

What are the patterns of up, down, and strange quark and antiquark polarizations? As is
evident from Eq. (1), polarized DIS has given us access to thecombinations∆q + ∆q̄. We have
already discussed one particularly interesting combination of these,∆Σ. To really understand
the proton helicity structure in detail, one needs to learn about the various quark and antiquark
densities,∆u,∆ū,∆d,∆d̄,∆s,∆s̄, individually. This also provides an important additional test
of the smallness of the quark spin contribution, independent of the additional input from baryon
β-decays necessary so far. It is also important for models of nucleon structure which generally
make clear qualitative predictions about, for example, theflavor asymmetry∆ū − ∆d̄ in the
proton sea [43, 44]. These predictions are often related to fundamental concepts such as the
Pauli principle: since the proton has two valence-u quarks which primarily spin along with the
proton spin direction,uū pairs in the sea will tend to have theu quark polarized opposite to
the proton. Hence, if such pairs are in a spin singlet, one expects∆ū > 0 and, by the same
reasoning,∆d̄ < 0. Such questions become all the more exciting due to the fact that rather
largeunpolarizedasymmetries̄u − d̄ 6= 0 have been observed in DIS and Drell-Yan measure-
ments [45, 46, 47]. Further fundamental questions concern the strange quark polarization. The
polarized DIS measurements point to a sizable negative polarization of strange quarks, in line
with other observations of significant strange quark effects in nucleon structure. Recently, in the
unpolarized case the asymmetry between strange and antistrange distributions has attracted much
attention [48], due to its interest for nucleon models, but also due to its possible implications for
an explanation of the∼ 3σ “anomaly” in the NuTeV measurement [49] of the Weinberg angle.
A measurement of the difference between strange and antistrange polarizations, while probably
lying in the future, might give further insights. In subsection 2.7 we present the possibilities
RHIC offers for disentangling the various flavor polarizations in the nucleon.

What orbital angular momenta do partons carry? Equation (8) shows that quark and gluon
orbital angular momenta are the other candidates for the carriers of the proton spin. Conse-
quently, theoretical work focused also on these in the yearsfollowing the discovery of the “spin
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crisis”. A conceptual breakthrough was made in the mid 1990swhen it was realized [39] that
a particular class of “off-forward” nucleon matrix elements, in which the nucleon has different
momentum in the initial and final states, measure total parton angular momentum. Put simply,
orbital angular momentum is~r × ~p, with ~r a derivative with respect to momentum transfer in
Quantum Mechanics. Thus, in analogy with the measurement ofthe Pauli form factor it takes
a finite momentum transfer on the nucleon to access matrix elements with operators containing
a factor~r. It was also shown how these “off-forward” distributions, really generalizations of
the ordinary parton distributions, may be experimentally determined from certain rare exclusive
processes in lepton-nucleon scattering, the prime examplebeing “Deeply-Virtual Compton Scat-
tering (DVCS)”γ∗p → γp [39]. A major emphasis in current and future experimental activities
in lepton scattering is on the DVCS and related reactions. There are other observables that are
related to orbital angular momentum of nucleon constituents [50]. The Pauli form factor is one
of them. Another, accessible in proton-proton scattering,may contribute to spin asymmetries
measured with a single transversely polarized proton and anunpolarized one. This brings us to
the next compelling question.

What is the role of transverse spin in QCD?So far, we have only considered the helicity struc-
ture of the nucleon, that is, the partonic structure we find when we probe the nucleon when its
spin is aligned with its momentum. High-energy protons may also be studied whentransversely
polarized, and it has been known for a long time now that very interesting spin effects are associ-
ated with this in QCD. Partly this is known from theoretical studies which revealed that besides
the helicity distributions∆f discussed above, for transverse polarization there is a newset of par-
ton densities, called “transversity” [51, 52]. They are defined analogously to Eq. (2), but now for
transversely polarized partons polarized along or opposite to the transversely polarized proton.
Nothing is known so far experimentally about the transversity densities. Their measurement is
highly desirable, for a number of reasons. Not only does transversity complete the set of nucleon
parton distributions. Differences between the helicity and transversity densities give information
about relativistic effects in the nucleon [52]. The transversity densities also give the nucleon ten-
sor charge [52, 53], which is equally fundamental as its axial charge mentioned earlier. Finally,
transversity also plays a role in predictions for the neutron electric dipole moment. We will dis-
cuss transversity and the prospects for its measurement at RHIC in more detail in Sec. 2.8.
The other reason why transverse spin has captured the attention of researchers in QCD for a long
time is related to experimental observations of very large single-transverse spin asymmetries in
pp scattering [29, 30, 31], where really none were expected.Related azimuthal asymmetries were
seen in lepton scattering [54, 55]. Often, when simple expectations are refuted experimentally,
new insights emerge, and this has been no different in this case. With time it was realized that
single-spin asymmetries may tell us many more things about QCD and the nucleon than antic-
ipated. Particularly interesting examples are parton orbital angular momenta [56] and the color
Lorentz force inside a polarized nucleon [57]. We are, however, still far from a complete under-
standing of all mechanisms that may be involved in single-spin asymmetries. We will show in
more detail in section 2.8 that RHIC is poised to provide answers.

We now turn in more detail to the various physics topics relevant at RHIC. We start by a brief
description of the underpinnings for the theoretical description of “deeply inelastic” hadronic
reactions, considering unpolarized scattering for simplicity. We then discuss how polarized pp
scattering at RHIC addresses the compelling questions in spin physics raised above. We will also
describe other exciting physics opportunities the RHIC spinprogram offers.
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2.3 Unpolarized pp scattering

The basic concept that underlies most of RHIC spin physics is the factorization theorem [24].
It states that large momentum-transfer reactions may be factorized into long and short-distance
contributions. The long-distance pieces contain information on the structure of the nucleon in
terms of its distributions of constituents, “partons”. Theshort-distance parts describe the hard
interactions of these partons and can be calculated from first principles in QCD perturbation
theory. While the parton distributions describe universal properties of the nucleon, that is, are
the same in each reaction, the short-distance parts carry the process-dependence and have to be
calculated for each reaction considered.

As an explicit example, we consider the cross section for thereactionpp → π(pT )X, where
the pion is at high transverse momentumpT , ensuring large momentum transfer.X denotes an
arbitrary hadronic final state. The statement of the factorization theorem is then:

dσ =
∑

a,b,c

∫

dxa

∫

dxb

∫

dzc fa(xa, µ) fb(xb, µ)Dπ
c (zc, µ)

× dσ̂c
ab(xaPA, xbPB, Pπ/zc, µ) , (10)

where the sum is over all contributing partonic channelsa + b → c + X, with dσ̂c
ab the associ-

ated partonic cross section. Thefa,b describe the distributions of partons in the nucleon∗. Any
factorization of a physical quantity into contributions associated with different length scales will
rely on a “factorization” scale that defines the boundary between what is referred to as “short-
distance” and “long-distance”. In the present case this scale is represented byµ in Eq. (10).µ is
essentially arbitrary, so the dependence of the calculatedcross section onµ represents an uncer-
tainty in the theoretical predictions. However, the actualdependence on the value ofµ decreases
order by order in perturbation theory. This is a reason why knowledge of higher orders in the
perturbative expansion of the partonic cross sections is important. We also note that Eq. (10) is of
course not an exact statement. There are corrections to Eq. (10) that are down by inverse powers
of the momentum transfer, the so-called “power corrections”. These corrections may become
relevant towards lowerpT . As we shall see in Figs. 6 and 8 below, comparisons of RHIC data
for unpolarized cross sections with theoretical calculations based on Eq. (10) do not suggest that
power corrections play a very significant role in the RHIC kinematic regime, even down to fairly
low pT .

Figure 5 offers a graphic illustration of QCD factorization.Thanks to factorization, one can
study nucleon structure, represented by the parton densitiesfa,b(x, µ), through a measurement
of dσ, hand in hand with a theoretical calculation ofdσ̂. The partonic cross sections may be
evaluated in perturbation theory. Schematically, they canbe expanded as

dσ̂c
ab = dσ̂

c,(0)
ab +

αs

π
dσ̂

c,(1)
ab + . . . . (11)

dσ̂
c,(0)
ab is the leading-order (LO) approximation to the partonic cross section. The lowest order can

generally only serve to give a rough description of the reaction under study. It merely captures the

∗In this particular example, the fact that we are observing a specific hadron in the reaction requires the intro-
duction of additional long-distance functions, the parton-to-pion fragmentation functionsDπ

c
. These functions have

been determined with some accuracy by observing leading pions ine+e− collisions and in DIS [58].
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Figure 5:Factorization ofpp→ π0X in terms of parton densities, partonic hard-scattering cross
sections, and fragmentation functions.

main features, but does not usually provide a quantitative understanding. The first-order (“next-
to-leading order” (NLO)) corrections are generally indispensable in order to arrive at a firmer
theoretical prediction for hadronic cross sections.

There have already been results from RHIC that demonstrate that the NLO framework out-
lined above is very successful. Figure 6 shows comparisons of data from PHENIX [59] and
STAR [60] for inclusive-pion productionpp→ π0X with NLO calculations [61, 62, 63]. As can
be seen, the agreement is excellent at central and forward rapidities, and down even topT values
as low aspT & 1 GeV. In Fig. 7 we decompose theπ0 cross sections of Fig. 6 into the contribu-
tions from the various two-parton initial states [65]. It isevident that in both cases, central and
forward, processes with initial gluons dominate by far for the pion transverse momenta accessed
so far. This implies thatpp→ π0X provides an excellent probe of gluons in the nucleon.

A similar comparison is shown for prompt-photon productionpp → γX in Fig. 8. The left
part presents the recent result of a measurement by PHENIX [66], along with the NLO calcula-
tion [67, 68]. Again, very good agreement is found. On the right, we show the decomposition of
the NLO prompt-photon cross section into the contributionsfrom the initial partonic states. The
quark-gluon “Compton process” dominates at a level of 75%.

We note that an agreement between data and NLO calculations like the one seen in Figs. 6
and 8 was not found in previous comparisons made in the fixed-target regime [69]. The good
agreement of the pion and photon spectra with NLO QCD at RHIC’s

√
s, and the good precision

of the RHIC data provide a solid basis to extend this type of analysis to polarized reactions. The
clear sensitivity to gluons in the initial state further makes the reactions very promising probes of
gluon polarization.

We have so far only discussed single-inclusive reactions. There are also data from unpolarized
proton-proton collisions at RHIC that mark the beginning of promising studies of two-particle
correlations in the final state. Figure 9 shows results from STAR for azimuthal correlations of
two produced charged hadrons in coincidence [70]. Correlations of the type shown in Fig. 9
are interesting as they are sensitive probes of QCD dynamics.For instance, at lowest order and
for initial partons collinear with their parent hadrons, the distribution in Fig. 9 would only have
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order calculation [61, 62, 63] for the set of proton parton distributions of [64], and for two
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support at∆φ = π, corresponding to exact back-to-back kinematics. A broad distribution around
∆φ = π as seen in the figure may result in QCD from gluon radiation, andfrom “intrinsic” parton
transverse momenta. The theoretical analysis of these effects involvesall-order summations of
certain perturbative corrections and is relatively well understood. As we will see in Sec. 2.8,
for transversely polarized initial protons there may be interesting spin effects associated with
distributions such as the one shown in Fig. 9, that possibly probe parton orbital angular momenta
in the proton. We note that also rapidity correlations between two particles in the final state are
investigated at RHIC. With improving detector capabilities,these, too, will play an important
role in spin physics at RHIC since they allow to pin down the subprocess kinematics to a good
degree and hence may contribute to precise mappings of the spin-dependent parton densities of
the proton.

We will now turn to polarized pp collisions at RHIC.

2.4 Probing the spin structure of the nucleon in polarized pp collisions

The measured quantities in spin physics experiments at RHIC arespin asymmetries. As an exam-
ple, for collisions of longitudinally polarized proton beams, one defines a double-spin asymmetry
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for a given process by

ALL =
dσ(++) − dσ(+−)

dσ(++) + dσ(+−)
≡ d∆σ

dσ
, (12)

where the signs indicate the helicities of the incident protons. The basic concepts laid out so
far for unpolarized inelastic pp scattering carry over to the case of polarized collisions: spin-
dependent inelastic pp cross sections factorize into “products” of polarized parton distribution
functions of the proton and hard-scattering cross sectionsdescribing spin-dependent interactions
of partons. As in the unpolarized case, the latter are calculable in QCD perturbation theory since
they are characterized by large momentum transfer. Schematically, one has for the numerator of
the spin asymmetry:

d∆σ =
∑

a,b=q,q̄,g

∆fa ⊗ ∆fb ⊗ d∆σ̂ab , (13)

where⊗ denotes a convolution and where the sum is over all contributing partonic channels
a + b → c + X producing the desired high-pT or large-invariant mass final state.d∆σ̂ab is the
associated perturbative spin-dependent partonic cross section, defined as

d∆σ̂ab =
1

2
[ dσ̂ab(++) − dσ̂ab(+−) ] , (14)

the signs denoting the helicities of the initial partonsa, b. The sensitivity with which one can
probe the polarized parton densities will foremost depend on the weights with which they enter
the cross section. Good measures for this are the so-called partonic “analyzing powers”. The
latter are just the spin asymmetries

âLL =
dσ̂ab(++) − dσ̂ab(+−)

dσ̂ab(++) + dσ̂ab(+−)
(15)

for the individual partonic subprocesses. Figure 10 shows these analyzing powers at LO for all
partonic reactions. One can see that they are usually very substantial. For future reference, we
also give the subprocess asymmetries fortransversepolarization. Here, Eq. (13) applies as well.
The parton densities are then the transversity distributions, to be discussed in more detail below,
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Figure 10:Spin asymmetries for the most important partonic reactionsat RHIC at lowest order
in QCD. Left: helicity dependence, right: transverse polarization.

and the partonic cross sections are defined as in Eq.(14), butfor transverse initial polarization.
One customarily uses a smallδ to designate transversely polarized quantities. In this section, we
will focus on the longitudinal case; we will return to transverse polarization in Sec. 2.8.

Since the partonic cross sections are calculable from first principles in QCD, Eq. (13) may
be used to determine the polarized parton distribution functions from measurements of the spin-
dependent pp cross section on the left-hand side. The crucial point here is, as discussed in the
previous section, that the parton distributions are universal. They are the same in all inelastic
processes, not only in pp scattering, but also for example indeeply-inelastic lepton nucleon scat-
tering which up to now has mostly been used to learn about nucleon spin structure. This means
that inelastic processes with polarization have the very attractive feature that they probe funda-
mental and universal spin structure of the nucleon. In effect, we are using the asymptotically free
regime of QCD to probe the deep structure of the nucleon.

At RHIC, there are a number of sensitive and measurable processes at our disposal. The key
ones, some of which will be discussed in detail in the following, are listed in Table 1, where
we also give the dominant underlying partonic reactions andthe aspect of nucleon spin structure
they probe. We emphasize that, even though we have only shownLO results in Fig. 10, the
NLO corrections are available for each process relevant forRHIC-Spin, thanks to considerable
efforts made over the past decade or so. We give reference to the corresponding work in the first
column of Table 1. These calculations bring the theoreticalcalculations for RHIC-Spin to the
same level that has been so successful in the unpolarized case, as demonstrated by Figs. 6 and 8.
For each of the processes in Table 1 the parton densities enter with different weights, so that each
has its own role in helping to determine the polarized partondistributions. Some will allow a
clean determination of gluon polarizations, others are more sensitive to quarks and antiquarks.
Eventually, when data from RHIC will become available for most or all processes, a “global”
analysis of the data, along with information from lepton scattering, will be performed which then
determines the∆q,∆q̄,∆g. For further details, see Sec. 2.6.
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Reaction Dom. partonic process probes LO Feynman diagram

~p~p→ π +X ~g~g → gg ∆g

[61, 62] ~q~g → qg

~p~p→ jet(s) +X ~g~g → gg ∆g
[71, 72] ~q~g → qg (as above)

~p~p→ γ +X ~q~g → γq ∆g
~p~p→ γ + jet +X ~q~g → γq ∆g

~p~p→ γγ +X ~q~̄q → γγ ∆q,∆q̄
[67, 73, 74, 75, 76]

~p~p→ DX,BX ~g~g → cc̄, bb̄ ∆g
[77]

~p~p→ µ+µ−X ~q~̄q → γ∗ → µ+µ− ∆q,∆q̄
(Drell-Yan) [78, 79, 80]

~p~p→ (Z0,W±)X ~q~̄q → Z0, ~q
′~̄q → W± ∆q,∆q̄

p~p→ (Z0,W±)X ~q
′

q̄ → W±, q′ ~̄q → W±

[78]

Table 1:Key processes at RHIC for the determination of the parton distributions of the longitudi-
nally polarized proton, along with the dominant contributing subprocesses, the parton distribu-
tion predominantly probed, and representative leading-order Feynman diagrams. The references
given in the left column are for the corresponding next-to-leading order calculations.

We will now address some of the most important processes in more detail, summarizing
theoretical predictions and experimental plans and prospects at RHIC. We will start with those
that are sensitive to gluon polarization in the proton, and then discussW production which will
give information about the quark and antiquark polarizations.

2.5 Exploring the gluon contribution to the proton spin

To learn about the contribution of gluons to the proton spin is the most compelling motivation for
doing experiments with polarized protons at RHIC. The importance of measuring the polarized
gluon distribution∆g(x,Q2) has been universally recognized ever since the “spin crisis” was
discovered. In fact, besides RHIC, there are – and have been in the past – several other efforts
in the world to access∆g. In the early 1990s, the E704 experiment at Fermilab measured [81]
the double-spin asymmetryAπ0

LL in pp→ π0X with a polarized proton beam and polarized target
at

√
s ≈ 20 GeV, accessing pion transverse momenta of1 . pT . 4 GeV. As we described in
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Sec. 2.1, fixed-target inclusive DIS, so far the main tool in QCD spin physics, is not well suited
for measuring the gluon density of the probed nucleon, sincethe photon primarily “sees” the
quarks and antiquarks. Constraints on∆g(x,Q2) may be derived from theQ2-evolution of the
structure functiong1(x,Q

2). Certain more exclusive final states such as pairs of heavy flavors or
high-transverse momentum hadrons select the photon-gluonfusion processγ∗g → qq̄, resulting
in sensitivity to∆g. This is the strategy adopted by the lepton-nucleon scattering experiments
SMC [4], HERMES [5] and COMPASS [6]. The ongoing experiments are briefly described in
Sec. 2.9, and their sensitivities to∆g are included in Fig. 15 below.

RHIC unites several features that make it unique to explore the gluon polarization. Its first
asset is the high energy, where the all-important theoretical concept of factorization (see Sec. 2.3)
is expected to work best. Indeed, several unpolarized pp cross sections for reactions sensitive
to gluons have already been measured at RHIC and are describedwell by perturbative QCD
predictions, see Figs. 6 and 8. At collider energies, a rangeof kinematics opens up, allowing
transverse momenta of an observed final state well into the region described by perturbative QCD,
for mid and forward rapidities. The span inpT allows probes of∆g(x) over a wide range ofx,
thus helping to significantly constrain itsx-integral. In addition, quark polarization measurements
at RHIC will be compared to those from DIS.

The next crucial feature of RHIC is that two different energies,
√
s = 200 and 500 GeV,

will be available. It is conceivable that gluons are still rather strongly polarized towards low
momentum fractionsx, so that a significant contribution to the integral of∆g could come from
that region. This becomes evident from the left part of Fig. 11, which shows again results for
∆g(x,Q2 = 5 GeV2) from several recent analyses [1, 2, 36] of scaling violations in polarized
DIS, along with ranges in∆g that were found in these analyses to be presently not ruled out by
the data. We plotx∆g(x,Q2) as a function oflog(x), so that any part of the area underneath the
curve directly gives the contribution to the integral

∫ 1

0
∆g(x,Q2)dx. The current uncertainties do

not rule out sizable contributions fromx . 0.01. It is therefore important to have information on
∆g at as small momentum fractions as possible. Roughly, at mid rapidity at RHIC, the lowest
momentum fraction probed by a high-pT final state isx ∼ pT/

√
s. SincepT needs to be high

enough for the process to remain amenable to QCD perturbationtheory, a key to access smaller
x is to increaseenergy. This makes collisions at 500 GeV indispensable. At the same time,
measurements at

√
s = 200 GeV better probe largerx, which may also contribute significantly

to the integral of∆g. In addition, there is a large overlap between thex regions covered at√
s = 200 and 500 GeV, respectively. The importance of this is easily overlooked, but hard to

overrate. Perturbative QCD makes definite predictions for the energy dependence of the cross
section, so the consistency of the

√
s = 200 vs 500 GeV results with the predicted changes

will provide an important test of the theoretical framework. QCD spin interactions at such high
energies are uncharted territory, becoming only now accessible at RHIC, and their test is of
fundamental importance.

What we have described so far would already give RHIC good possibilities to access∆g
even if there were only one physics channel to study. The experiments at RHIC will measure
a variety of channels, each of them highly sensitive to gluonpolarization, and each with its
individual strengths. We have listed the key processes in Table 1. PHENIX and STAR differ in
their capabilities to detect the various channels. With major upgrades in preparation, coverage
will be increased with time, allowing ever more detailed studies of the key physics processes,
for instance also in terms of coincidences of two particles in the final state. Again, this will
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be instrumental in precisely mapping thex-dependence of∆g. The main power of RHIC in
telling us about∆g(x,Q2) lies in thecombinationof all these planned measurements, which will
determine∆g(x,Q2) over a wide range ofx andQ2 as well as test the robustness of the overall
approach. We will now address each of the key processes individually. In what follows, we will
select the GRSV “∆g-band” [2] shown in Fig. 11 (and for the quark distributions in Fig. 4) as
a guide. Within the framework of the NLO calculation available for each of the key processes,
we will translate this band into a band for the double-spin asymmetriesALL for the various key
processes. This band, which we will refer to as “NLO theory band” indicates a current range
in theoretical model predictions forALL. We will then confront the result with the expected
sensitivities at RHIC. Note that the right part of Fig. 11 displays the corresponding band for
∆g/g. The measured spin asymmetriesALL are effectively proportional to∆g/g in linear or
quadratic form. The “target” luminosities used for experimental sensitivities aim to improve the
statistical precision for∆g over current DIS analyses by at least a factor≈ 3, even for the pp
channel with the smallest cross section (but cleanest) usedto probe∆g.

The abundant probes: high-pT pions and jets. To match the expected improvements in ma-
chine and detector capabilities, STAR and PHENIX will address the gluon polarization with a
progression of probes. At the moment, as RHIC is still developing higher luminosity and po-
larization, measurements exploit the abundant channels for inclusive pion and jet production.
Indeed, PHENIX has already published [83] firstALL data forpp → π0X from the 2003 RHIC
run, shown in Fig. 12. Even with an integrated luminosity of only a few hundred nb−1 and a
beam polarization of≈ 30% the data are already at the verge of constraining∆g at a level com-
parable to the information extracted from the polarized-DIS database. This is only the beginning,
of course. The improved luminosity and beam polarization anticipated for the 2005 run should
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Figure 11:Left: results for∆g(x,Q2 = 5 GeV2) from recent NLO analyses [1, 2, 36] of polarized
DIS. The various bands indicate ranges in∆g that were deemed consistent with the scaling
violations in polarized DIS in these analyses. The rather large differences among these bands
partly result from differing theoretical assumptions in the extraction, for example, regarding the
shape of∆g(x) at the initial scale. Note that we showx∆g as a function oflog(x), in order
to display the contributions from variousx-regions to the integral of∆g. Right: the “net gluon
polarization” ∆g(x,Q2)/g(x,Q2) at Q2 = 5 GeV2, using∆g of [2] and its associated band,
and the unpolarized gluon distribution of [82].
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Figure 12:PHENIX measurements [83] for the double-spin asymmetryAπ0

LL at central rapidities.
The curves are NLO calculations [61] based on the parton densities of [2]. “GRSV-std” refers
to the central fit to polarized DIS data, “GRSV-max” to the upper end of the bands shown in
Fig. 11.

already provide an order of magnitude decrease in statistical uncertainties. With time, this chan-
nel will become a high-precision probe. Figure 13 shows the “NLO theory band” forAπ0

LL at√
s = 200 GeV, along with expected sensitivities for the PHENIX experiment to be achieved

for integrated luminosity of 65/pb and polarization70%. We emphasize that these sensitivities
are based on measurements already made [59], and hence incorporate realisticπ0 triggering and
reconstruction efficiencies (40% at highpT for the PHENIXπ0 measurement). Note that we have
chosen the kinematic regime in Fig. 13 corresponding to Figs. 6 and 7, that is, where measure-
ments have already been made in the unpolarized case and comparisons to NLO theory have been
successful.

Figure 14 shows projections for the spin asymmetry for inclusive-jet productionpp→ jet+X
at STAR, in the rapidity region−1 ≤ ηjet ≤ 2. On the left we show calculations for

√
s =

200 GeV. We also show projected uncertainties for the 2005 run. Again, these are based on
measurements already made, and hence incorporate realistic jet triggering and reconstruction
efficiencies (at least one jet successfully reconstructed in ≈ 50% of events triggered by the mix
of triggers anticipated for the 2005 pp RHIC run with STAR). Evidently, the data anticipated
from the 2005 run alone will significantly reduce the current∆g(x) uncertainties. On the right of
Fig. 14 we show the prospects for the longer-term future, when collisions at

√
s = 500 GeV will

be available. With luminosity 309/pb and polarization of70%, very precise measurements should
emerge. Experimental efficiencies and bandwidth limits areassumed. A systematic uncertainty
on the raw asymmetry measurement is assumed at10−3.

Figure 15 shows sensitivities for the gluon polarization for RHIC and the DIS experiments.
Projections in the left panel are for RHIC-PHENIX future measurements forπ0 at 200 GeV cen-
ter of mass energy and the right panel shows projections for jets for RHIC-STAR for 500 GeV
energy. These are for the RHIC target luminosities. It is important to recognize that the ex-
periments measure the beam helicity asymmetryALL. Its conversion to∆g/g requires a global
analysis, to be discussed in the next section. This plot represents anexampleof the sensitivity to
∆g/g of the different experiments.

Pion and jet production are very powerful probes of gluon polarization at the single-inclusive
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Figure 13:The current uncertainty inAπ0

LL due to∆g (see Fig. 11), and projected sensitivities
for measurements by PHENIX at mid rapidities and

√
s = 200 GeV for integrated luminosity

of 65/pb and polarization70%. Note the “cusp” in the theory band nearpT = 10 GeV which
results from use of a gluon distribution with strong negativepolarization. The cusp occurs when
the processqg → qg (which contributes negatively to the spin asymmetry for∆g < 0) starts to
dominate overgg → gg (which is always positive). This is emphasized by the dashed lines.
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Figure 14: “NLO theory bands” for inclusive-jet production at
√
s = 200 and 500 GeV, for

rapidities−1 ≤ η ≤ 2. As before, the bands illustrate the current uncertainty due to∆g. The
errors are projections as described in the text. The left panel shows expected uncertainties for
the 2005 run only.

level (pp → π0X, or pp → jetX, respectively). Further important measurements will beALL

for the production ofpairs of hadrons or jets detected in coincidence, as a function both of
transverse momentapT1,2

and pseudorapiditiesη1,2 of the detected particles. For example, in the
case of dijet production, if LO2 → 2 processes and kinematics dominate, one can unambiguously
reconstruct the partonic momentum fractions in the incident protons asx1 = pT (e−η1 +e−η2)/

√
s,
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Figure 15: Plot of the gluon polarization,∆g/g, vs. x, the fraction of the proton momentum
carried by the gluon. The curves in both panels show the gluonpolarizations from two analy-
ses [1, 2] of polarized deeply-inelastic scattering data [3]. Projections in the left panel are for
RHIC-PHENIX future measurements forπ0 at 200 GeV center of mass energy and the right panel
shows projections for jets for RHIC-STAR for 500 GeV energy. These are for the RHIC target lu-
minosities. Results and projections from existing fixed target deep inelastic scattering experiment
di-hadron data [4, 5, 6] are also shown. Experiments measure the beam helicity asymmetryALL.
Its conversion to∆g/g requires a global analysis. This plot represents an exampleof sensitivity
to ∆g/g of the different experiments.

x2 = pT (eη1 + eη2)/
√
s, wherepT is the transverse momentum of each of the jets. Likewise,

strong correlations between measured kinematic variablesand partonic momentum fractions are
found when the jets are replaced byπ0’s as surrogates. We give an example from a Monte-
Carlo simulation in Fig. 16. A neutral “trigger” pion is detected at forward rapidities,3 ≤
ηπ,1 ≤ 4 and withpT,π1

≥ 2.5 GeV. Becauseηπ,1 is so large, partonic collisions tend to become
very asymmetric, with the momentum fractionx1 associated with the proton moving in forward
direction large, andx2 small. More precisely, selecting a second pion within1.5 ≤ pT,π2

≤ pT,π1
,

one can now virtually “dial”x2, as shown by the correlation in Fig. 16. In particular, choosingηπ,1

fairly large as well, the smallestx2 become accessible. Selective information obtained in thisway
may be more powerful in providing information on∆g(x,Q2) at lowerx than single-inclusive
production, and hence be vital in constraining the integralof ∆g. As an additional benefit, in this
kinematic regimeAπ0

LL is mainly driven by quark-gluon scattering (see the right part of Fig. 7)
and hence is mostly sensitive to∆q(x1)∆g(x2). At high x1, quark polarization is known to be
large from the polarized-DIS measurements. A region of phase space with sizeablepT and large
∆η, whereqq scattering is important, can also be exploited to provide quark polarization results
that can be compared to DIS.

Direct-photon production. Another important process at RHIC for measuring∆g(x,Q2) is
direct-photon productionpp → γX. For RHIC kinematics, this channel is dominated at the
∼ 75% level by quark-gluon scattering, starting with the LO QCD Compton processqg → qγ
(see the right part of Fig. 8). The simple pointlike couplingof the photon in this process is
well-understood in Quantum Electrodynamics, and the analyzing power is large (see Fig. 10).
Thus direct-photon production provides strong and nearly undiluted sensitivity to∆g(x,Q2). In
particular, its spin asymmetry islinear in ∆g, unlike the case of pion and jet production discussed
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Figure 16:PYTHIA study ofπ0π0 pair production in pp collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV. A trigger

pion is detected at forward rapidities. The plot shows correlations between the rapidity of an
associated pion and the softer momentum fraction probed in the proton (see text). For the condi-
tions used for this figure, the expected uncertainty forALL measurements will be at the half-per
cent level over the whole range ofηπ,2.

above where at lowerpT terms quadratic in∆g may dominate. An important role of direct-photon
production will therefore be to determine thesignof gluon polarization. This becomes evident in
Fig. 17 which shows the “NLO theory band” forAγ

LL for inclusive photon production at RHIC,
for both

√
s=200 and 500 GeV. The calculations include an isolation cut on the photon [74], as

will be imposed experimentally to suppress contributions from jets. The projected experimental
error bars in Fig. 17 represent statistical and background subtraction errors with realisticpT

cuts, achievable at RHIC with beam polarizations of 0.7 and integrated luminosities recorded at
PHENIX of 65 pb−1 at 200 GeV and 309 pb−1 at 500 GeV. Comparison of these error bars with
the present theoretical band shows that from prompt photon production alone, despite its small
cross section, one can substantially improve upon present uncertainties in the gluon polarization.
In particular, the sign of∆g(x,Q2) readily translates into the sign ofAγ

LL. We emphasize again
that there are already measurements of the unpolarized cross section forpp → γX at

√
s =

200 GeV from PHENIX [66] which are in good agreement with the NLO theoretical calculations
(see Fig. 8).

As for pions and jets, studies of coincidences in the final state, in this case of a photon and
a recoiling jet or leading hadron, will prove very useful forproviding an experimental map of
the so far unconstrained shape of∆g(x,Q2). This again allows event-by-event constraints on the
colliding parton kinematics. Measurements ofpp→ γ+ jet+X will be a particular emphasis in
the STAR experiment. The possibilities are illustrated by STAR simulations in Fig. 18. Here, a
LO analysis of the parton kinematics from the detected photon and jet properties has been used to
determine the quark and gluonx-values event by event. Conservative cuts requiringpT ≥ 10 GeV
and the larger of the two momentum fractions to be bigger than0.2 (the latter to select the quarks
with highest polarization) have been imposed on the events included in Fig. 18. The simulations
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Figure 17:“NLO theory bands” for single-inclusive direct-photon productionpp→ γX at
√
s =

200 and 500 GeV, for central rapidities. As before, the bands illustrate the current uncertainty due
to ∆g. The errors are projections for the PHENIX experiment for theRHIC target luminosities.
Comparable precision onAγ

LL will be attained for inclusive direct-photon production in STAR at
both 200 and 500 GeV.

illustrate the statistical uncertainties achievable in∆g(x) for three different parameterizations
of [8] consistent with the DIS database. The sensitivity to gluon polarization is evident.

Heavy-flavor production. One final set of channels for probing gluon polarization at RHIC that
we will discuss here involves the production of hadrons carrying “open” charm or bottom quarks.
Planned vertex detectors for both STAR and PHENIX are necessary to select these events based
on displaced vertices. The heavy-flavor final states are produced predominantly by gluon-gluon
fusion,g + g → Q + Q (see Table 1), so that the spin asymmetry provides quadraticsensitivity
to ∆g. The decay of heavy-flavor mesons dominates the inclusive production of leptons in the
∼ 2 − 10 GeV/c range, so that the highest statistics measurements ofheavy flavor production
will be made via inclusive electron or muon spectra. Forwardlepton detection would provide
access to gluons at lowx. Figure 19 shows PHENIX projections ofALL uncertainties attainable
via inclusive electron detection at mid-rapidity. RHIC measurements of heavy flavor produc-
tion, including hidden flavor inJ/ψ production, will also help to test the quantitative level of
understanding of these channels and the assumption of gluonfusion dominance.

2.6 Global Analysis

Global analysis of hard reaction data with longitudinally polarized beams will provide an opti-
mal framework to combine the various production channels ofthe previous section into a sys-
tematically controlled extraction of∆g(x). The technique is to optimize the agreement between
measured cross sectionsσexp, relative to the data accuracyδσexp, and the theoreticalσth by min-
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Figure 18:Simulated gluon polarization effects for a measurement andanalysis ofALL for γ-
jet coincidences with the STAR detector at

√
s=200 GeV and 500 GeV. In order to illustrate the

sensitivities, results are plotted vs. thexgluon values reconstructed event-by-event from the coinci-
dence kinematics, under the simplifying assumption of a collinear quark-gluon collision. Upper
panels show the distribution of events and the projected ppALL values based on a particular
parameterization (set A in [8]) of∆g(x), with statistical errors only. The lower panels show
gluon helicity preferences reconstructed from a LO analysis for three different input gluon dis-
tributions [8], plus fits demonstrating consistency of the extracted and input gluon polarizations.
200 (500) GeV data are needed to constrain the shape ofx∆g(x) above (below) its anticipated
maximum. The net gluon contribution to the proton spin is represented by the area under the
x∆g(x) curve, fromx = 0 to x = 1. With the integrated recorded luminosities assumed in this
document, updated analysis cuts, and inclusion of updatedγ reconstruction efficiencies and sub-
traction of residualπ0 background, the measurement uncertainties would be a factor∼ 2 larger
than those shown, while the peaks of thex-range probed would shift downward by∼ 25%.

imizing theχ2 function

χ2 =
∑

measurements

(

σth(∆g, ...) − σexp

δσexp

)2

, (16)

through variation of the shapes of the polarized parton distributions. As demonstrated, RHIC
will add to the above sum over “global” measurements new reactions that are mostly sensitive
to the gluon polarization∆g(x). The advantages of a full-fledged global analysis program are
manifold:
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Figure 19:Projected uncertainties in the spin asymmetry for heavy flavor production for PHENIX
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√
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• The information from the various reaction channels, outlined above, is all combined into a
single result for∆g(x).

• The global analysis effectively deconvolutes the experimental information, which in its raw
form is smeared over the fractional gluon momentumx, and fixes the gluon polarization at
definite values ofx.

• State-of-the-art (NLO) theoretical calculations can be used without approximations.

• It provides a framework to determine an error on the gluon polarization.

• Correlations with other experiments, to be included inχ2 in Eq. (16) and sensitive to de-
grees of freedom different from∆g, are automatically respected.

The above items have been developed very successfully over many years for unpolarized parton
densities [64, 84, 85]. The extraction of∆g will benefit from the fact that these techniques can
be adapted to the analysis of polarized data [1, 2, 8, 35, 36, 86]. To constrain the polarized quark
and antiquark distributions, the global analysis will include also the results from polarized DIS,
and eventually from W production at RHIC, to which we will turn now.

2.7 W production at RHIC

2.7.1 Introduction

Measurements in polarized DIS [3], when combined with information from baryon octetβ-
decays [87], show that the total quark-plus-antiquark contribution to the proton’s spin, summed
over all flavors, is surprisingly small. In the standard interpretation of theβ-decays [87], this
finding is equivalent to evidence for a large negative polarization of strange quarks in the proton,
which makes it likely that also the SU(2) (u, d) sea is strongly negatively polarized. This view
is corroborated by the fact that in this analysis the spin carried, for example, byu quarks comes
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out much smaller than generally expected in quark models [87], implying that a sizeable nega-
tive u-sea polarization partly compensates that of the valenceu quarks. Alternative treatments of
the information fromβ-decays [88, 89], when combined with the DIS results, also directly yield
large negativēu andd̄ polarizations. Inclusive DIS (throughγ∗ exchange) itself is sensitive to the
combined contributions of quarks and antiquarks of each flavor but cannot provide information
on the polarized quark and antiquark densities separately.Directly measuring the individual po-
larized antiquark distributions is therefore an exciting task and will also help to clarify the overall
picture concerning DIS and theβ-decays.

Further motivation for dedicated measurements of antiquark densities comes from unpolar-
ized physics. Experiments in recent years have shown [45, 46, 47] a strong breaking ofSU (2)
symmetry in the antiquark sea, with the ratiod̄(x)/ū(x) rising to 1.6 or higher. It is very attractive
to learn whether the polarization ofū and d̄ is large and asymmetric as well. Within the chiral
quark soliton model based on a1/Nc expansion, it is expected that the polarized flavor asymme-
try, ∆ū − ∆d̄, is larger than the experimentally established flavor asymmetry in the unpolarized
sector [43]. A measurement of the polarized flavor asymmetrywill shed light into the underly-
ing mechanism responsible for the expected polarized flavorasymmetry. RHIC experiments will
measure thēd/ū unpolarized ratio and thēu andd̄ polarizations separately.

Semi-inclusive DIS measurements [90] are one approach to achieving a separation of quark
and antiquark densities. This method combines informationfrom proton and neutron (or deuteron)
targets and uses correlations in the fragmentation processbetween the type of leading hadron and
the flavor of its parton progenitor, expressed by fragmentation functions. The dependence on the
details of the fragmentation process limits the accuracy ofthis method. At RHIC the polarization
of theu, ū, d, andd̄ quarks in the proton will be measured directly and preciselyusing maximal
parity violation for production ofW bosons inud̄→ W+ anddū→ W− [78, 91, 92, 7].

2.7.2 Basic concepts of W production

Within the standard model,W bosons are produced through pureV -A interaction. Thus, the he-
licity of the participating quark and antiquark are fixed in the reaction. In addition, theW couples
to a weak charge that correlates directly to flavors, if we concentrate on one generation. Indeed
the production ofWs in pp collisions is dominated byu, d, ū, andd̄, with some contamination
from s, c, s̄, and c̄, mostly through quark mixing. ThereforeW production is an ideal tool to
study the spin-flavor structure of the nucleon.

The leading-order production ofWs,ud̄ → W+, is illustrated in Fig. 20. The longitudinally
polarized proton at the top of each diagram collides with an unpolarized proton, producing a
W+. At RHIC the polarized protons will be in bunches, alternately right- (+) and left- (−)
handed. The parity-violating single-longitudinal spin asymmetry is the difference of left-handed
and right-handed production ofWs, divided by the sum and normalized by the beam polarization:

AW
L =

1

P
× N−(W ) −N+(W )

N−(W ) +N+(W )
. (17)

We can construct this asymmetry from either polarized beam,and by summing over the helicity
states of the other beam. The production of the left-handed weak bosons violates parity maxi-
mally. Therefore, if for example the production of theW+ proceeded only through the diagram
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Figure 20:Production of aW+ in a~pp collision, at lowest order. (a) ∆u is probed in the polarized
proton. (b) ∆d̄ is probed.

in Fig. 20a, the parity-violating asymmetry would directly equal the longitudinal polarization
asymmetry of theu quark in the proton:

AW+

L =
u−−(x1)d̄(x2) − u−+(x1)d̄(x2)

u−−(x1)d̄(x2) + u−+(x1)d̄(x2)
=

∆u(x1)

u(x1)
. (18)

Similarly, for Fig. 20b alone,

AW+

L =
d̄+
−(x1)u(x2) − d̄+

+(x1)u(x2)

d̄+
−(x1)u(x2) − d̄+

+(x1)u(x2)
= −∆d̄(x1)

d̄(x1)
. (19)

In general, the asymmetry is a superposition of the two cases:

AW+

L =
∆u(x1)d̄(x2) − ∆d̄(x1)u(x2)

u(x1)d̄(x2) + d̄(x1)u(x2)
. (20)

To obtain the asymmetry forW−, one interchangesu andd.

For thepp collisions at RHIC with
√
s = 500 GeV, the quark will be predominantly a va-

lence quark. By identifying the rapidity of theW , yW , relative to thepolarizedproton, we can
obtain direct measures of the quark and antiquark polarizations, separated by quark flavor:AW+

L

approaches∆u/u in the limit of yW � 0, whereas foryW � 0 the asymmetry becomes−∆d̄/d̄.
Higher-order corrections change the asymmetries only a little [78].
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Figure 21:W kinematic coverage ofx1 andx2 for different values of y,−4 < y < 4, comparing
RHIC at

√
s = 500 GeV to the Tevatron kinematic region at

√
s = 1.96 TeV and LHC at

√
s =

14 TeV.

The kinematics ofW production and Drell-Yan production of lepton pairs is the same. The
momentum fraction carried by the quarks and antiquarks,x1 andx2 (without yet assigning which
is which), can be determined fromyW ,

x1 =
MW√
s
eyW , x2 =

MW√
s
e−yW . (21)

Note that this picture is valid for the predominant production ofWs atpT ∼ 0. The exper-
imental difficulty is that theW is observed through its leptonic decayW → lν, and only the
charged lepton is observed. We therefore need to relate the lepton kinematics toyW , so that we
can assign the probability that the polarized proton provided the quark or antiquark. Only then
will we be able to translate the measured parity-violating asymmetry into a determination of the
quark or antiquark polarization in the proton.

Figure 21 shows the W kinematic coverage ofx1 andx2 for different values of y,−4 < y < 4,
comparing RHIC at

√
s = 500 GeV to the Tevatron kinematic region at

√
s = 1.96 TeV and LHC

at
√
s = 14 TeV. RHIC is in a unique position to constrain quark distribution functions, both

unpolarized and polarized, at high Bjorken-x where quark distribution functions exhibit larger
uncertainties compared to lower values in Bjorken-x.

The rapidity of theW is related to the lepton rapidity in theW rest frame (y∗l ) and in the lab
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Figure 22: Helicity configuration ofW− (left) andW+ (right) production showing on top the
helicity configuration of the incoming quark and antiquark.The middle panel shows the direction
of theW spin. The lower panel displays the preferred direction ofe−/e+ quoting the scattering
angleθ∗ in theW centre-of-mass system measured with respect to the positivez axis.

frame (ylab
l ) by

ylab
l = y∗l + yW , where y∗l =

1

2
ln

[

1 + cosθ∗

1 − cosθ∗

]

. (22)

Hereθ∗ is the decay angle of the lepton in theW rest frame, and cosθ∗ can be determined from
the transverse momentum (pT ) of the lepton with an irreducible uncertainty of the sign [93], since

plepton
T = p∗T =

MW

2
sinθ∗. (23)

In this reconstruction, thepT of theW is neglected. In reality, it has apT , resulting for example
from higher-order contributions such asgu → W+d andud̄ → W+g, or from primordialpT of
the initial partons.

The Standard ModelW boson is a purely left-handed current. The helicities of therespective
quarks (negative helicity) and antiquarks (positive helicity) are therefore fixed. The cross sections
forW+ andW− differential inyW and the scattering angleθ∗ of the decay lepton in theW centre-
of-mass system is given as follows:

(

d2σ

dyWd cos θ∗

)

W+

∼ u(x1)d̄(x2)(1 − cos θ∗)2 + d̄(x1)u(x2)(1 + cos θ∗)2 (24)

and

(

d2σ

dyWd cos θ∗

)

W−

∼ d(x1)ū(x2)(1 + cos θ∗)2 + ū(x1)d(x2)(1 − cos θ∗)2 (25)

The characteristic dependence on theθ∗ is shown graphically for the helicity configuration
of W− (left) andW+ (right) production. The top panel shows the helicity configuration of the
incoming quark and antiquark. The middle panel shows the direction of theW spin. The lower
panel displays the preferred direction ofe−/e+ quoting the scattering angleθ∗ in theW centre-
of-mass system measured with respect to the positivez axis.
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Figure 23:Expected sensitivity for the flavor-decomposed quark and antiquark polarization over-
layed on the parton densities of Reference [7] (BS) and of Reference [8] [GS95LO(A)]. Darker
points and error bars refer to the sensitivity fromAL(W+) measurements, and lighter ones cor-
respond toAL(W−).

2.7.3 Experimental aspects on W production at RHIC

UsuallyW production is identified by requiring charged leptons with largepT and large missing
transverse energy, due to the undetected neutrino. Since none of the detectors at RHIC is her-
metic, measurement of missingpT is not available, which leads to some background. Possible
sources of leptons with highpT include charm, bottom, and vector boson production. Above
pT ≥ 20 GeV/c, leptons fromW decay dominate, with a smaller contribution fromZ0 produc-
tion. Both PHENIX and STAR can estimate the single-leptonZ0 background from measuredZ0

production. The additional background from misidentified hadrons is expected to be small at
highpT .

Expected yields were estimated with PYTHIA [94] and RESBOS [95]. The cross section
at RHIC forW+ (W−) production is about 1.3 nb (0.4 nb). These estimates vary by5–10%
according to the choice of the parton distribution set. For 800 pb−1 andpT ≥ 20 GeV/c, PHENIX

expects about 8000W+s and 8000W−s in the muon arms (that the numbers are equal is due to
the decay angle distribution and acceptance), as well as 15,000W+ and 2500W− electron decays
in the central arms. Using Eq. (21) to reconstructx, Figure 23 shows the expected sensitivity for
∆f(x)/f(x), with f = u, d, ū, d̄, for the PHENIX muon data.
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RHICBOS W simulation at 500GeV CME
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Figure 24:LeptonicpT cross section for theW+ andW− case with and without a cut on the
electron rapidity of1 < ye < 2.

The sensitivity for STAR has been estimated using the RHICBOS MCprogram [96] based on
a calculation for resummation of large logarithmic contributions originating from multiple soft
gluon contribution. This framework allows the prediction of the leptonic longitudinal single-spin
asymmetry for various distribution functions taking into account the impact of leptonic cuts such
aspT . The STAR Electromagnetic Endcap Calorimeter spans the region of 1 < ye < 2 which is
foreseen to be upgraded by a new tracking system to allow charge discrimination ofe− ande+

and therefore the identification ofW− andW+ events.

Figure 24 shows the leptonicpT cross section for theW+ andW− case with and without a cut
on the electron rapidity of1 < ye < 2. RHICBOS predicts for800 pb−1 based on CTEQ5M [84]
11200W+s and 3920W−s in comparison to 80800W+s and 24000W−s for the central rapidity
region of−1 < ye < 1.

The sensitivity to different distribution functions of theunderlying quark and antiquark dis-
tributions based on GRSV-STD, GRSV-VAL [2] and GS-A [8] is shown in Fig. 25. GRSV-VAL
considers a flavor asymmetry scenario of∆u and∆d whereas GRSV-STD is based on a flavor
symmetric description. The projections in Fig. 25 are shownfor a beam polarization of70% and
an integrated luminosity of400 pb−1. Clear discrimination power to the choice of the underly-
ing distribution function is seen in the forward direction in case ofW− production. ForW+

production, the sensitivity is similar in the forward and barrel region.

RHIC will also significantly contribute to our knowledge about the unpolarized parton den-
sities of the proton, since it will have the highest-energypp collisions. p̄p production ofWs has
a much stronger valence component in the determined [97]u(x)/d(x) ratio. Isospin dependence
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RHICBOS W simulation at 500GeV CME (P=0.7 L=400pb-1)
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Figure 25: The sensitivity to different underlying quark and antiquark distributions based on
GRSV-STD, GRSV-VAL [2] and GS-A [8]. GRSV-VAL considers a flavor asymmetry scenario of
∆u and∆d whereas GRSV-STD is based on a flavor symmetry description.

in Drell-Yan production of muon pairs inpp, pd scattering [46], violation of the Gottfried sum
rule [45, 98], and recent semi-inclusive DIS measurements [47] have shown that the unpolarized
sea is not SU(2) symmetric. At RHIC, the ratio of unpolarizedW+ andW− cross sections will
directly probe thēd/ū ratio, as shown in Figure 26.

2.8 Transverse spin structure

With the proton spin transversely polarized with respect toits momentum or the collision axis,
a novel helicity-flipchiral-odd twist-2 quark distribution, known as the transversity distribution
δq(x), appears [51, 52, 101]. In a (double) density matrix notation [102], the leading-twist quark
distribution functionF(x) of a nucleon may be written in terms of the unpolarized quark distri-
butionq(x), the helicity distribution∆q(x), and the transversity distributionδq(x), as

F(x) =
1

2
q(x) I ⊗ I +

1

2
∆q(x) σ3 ⊗ σ3 +

1

2
δq(x) (σ+ ⊗ σ− + σ− ⊗ σ+) . (26)

In Eq. (26), the first matrix in the direct product is in the nucleon helicity space and the second in
the quark helicity space. The transversity distributionδq(x) is as fundamental asq(x) and∆q(x)
in QCD, and has its unique factorization scale dependence [103, 104, 105] and transverse spin
sum rule [40]

1

2
=

1

2

∑

a=q, q̄

∫

dx δqa(x,Q
2) +

∑

a=q, q̄, G

〈LsT
〉a(Q2) , (27)
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Figure 26:The ratioRW = (dσ(W−)/dy)/(dσ(W+)/dy) for unpolarizedpp collisions at RHIC.
The shaded region indicates that unpolarizedpp collisions are symmetric inyW . To illustrate the
sensitivity of the measurement, we show an earlier set of parton densities (CTEQ4M [99]) and
a set (MRS99 [100]) that includes the latest information from Drell-Yan data [46]. Both curves
include an asymmetric sea with̄d/ū rising to 1.6 for increasing antiquark momentum fraction
xq̄, but the latter also includes a drop-off in the ratio for higher xq̄.

whereLsT
is the component of orbital angular momentum along the transverse spinsT of the

nucleon.

We note thatδq(x) and∆q(x) are not identical because boosts and rotations do not com-
mute in a relativistic theory. The difference between thesetwo distributions thus carries im-
portant information about the nonperturbative structure of the proton. The three distributions,
q(x),∆q(x), δq(x) are, however, connected through an inequality first derivedby Soffer [106]:

|2 δq(x)| ≤ q(x) + ∆q(x) , (28)

which is valid for each quark flavorq. Independent measurements ofq(x), ∆q(x), andδq(x)
and their factorization scale dependence provide a direct test of QCD dynamics. Determinations
of δq(x) over a largex-range will allow to extract the contribution to the nucleontensor charge,
∫ 1

0
dx(δq(x) − δq̄(x)), which may be compared to evaluations in lattice QCD [107].

It is also important to note that gluon transversity distributions for nucleons do not exist at
leading twist. This is unlike the case for longitudinal spinwhere both quark and gluon polar-
izations can make contributions to the spin of the proton. For transverse polarization, gluon
transversity would require two units of helicity-flip, which the nucleon density matrix cannot
provide.
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Unlike q(x) and∆q(x), in the helicity basis the transversity distribution does not reveal its
probabilistic interpretation because the operator defining δq(x) represents an interference be-
tween two different quark helicity amplitudes. In a basis oftransverse polarization states, how-
ever,δq(x) has a probabilistic interpretation analogous to the interpretation of∆q(x) in the helic-
ity basis. This implies that transversity can be measured bytransverse-spin asymmetries. Since
perturbative hard processes conserve helicity, chiral-odd distributions must appear in pairs. Al-
though the transversity distributions can be in principle extracted from the measurements ofdou-
ble transverse spin asymmetries,ATT ∝ δq(x)⊗δq′(x′), the asymmetries often turn out to be too
small to be useful because of the dominance of the gluonic contribution to the unpolarized cross
sections. Therefore,δq(x) is better determined from observables dominated by quark-initiated
partonic processes, likeATT of Drell-Yan [51, 52], orsingletransverse spin asymmetries (SSA),
AN ∝ δq(x). The latter requires also the aid of another chiral-odd unpolarized nonperturbative
function, like the Collins function [108] described below.

Single longitudinal-spin asymmetries for single particleinclusive production vanish due to
parity and time-reversal invariance of QCD. Transverse single-spin asymmetries are not forbid-
den by these basic symmetries. Because of Lorentz invarianceof QCD, we need at least four
vectors including the spin vector to construct a physicallyobserved SSA. With a proton spin vec-
tor S not parallel to its momentum, a hadron level SSA can be constructed to be proportional to
εµναβS

µP ν
AP

α
Bp

β with beam momenta,PA andPB, and observed particle momentump in single
hadron inclusive production,PA(S) + PB → h(pT ) +X.

Significant single transverse-spin asymmetries,AN , of ten or more percent of the unpolarized
cross sections, were recorded by Fermilab E704 experiment in the beam fragmentation region
of hadronicπ production atpT as large as 3 GeV [29, 109]. Since then, nonvanishing single
transverse-spin asymmetries have been observed in lower energy hadronic collisions [30, 110]
and semi-inclusive lepton-hadron deeply inelastic scattering (SIDIS) [54, 111], as well as in
much higher energypp collisions at RHIC [60].

However, theoretically, it was pointed out a long time ago [112] that perturbative QCD at lead-
ing power in the collinear factorization formalism predicts nearly-vanishing single transverse-
spin asymmetries,AN ∝ αsmq/pT , in inclusive single hadron production at largepT . This is
because the SSA requires a hadron-level helicity-flip and isproportional to a T-odd combination
of the vectors,AN ∝ S · (PA(or PB)×pT). Within the leading-twist collinear factorization for-
malism, the hadron helicity-flip requires a quark helicity-flip, which leads to themq dependence,
while the suppression of a power ofαs is due to the T-odd combination which requires a phase
(or an imaginary part) from one of the two amplitudes.

Major theoretical progress has been made in the last decade in understanding the “unex-
pected”, but observed, large SSA. It is believed that SSA is aunique and excellent probe for
studying parton’s transverse motion and the strength of thecolor Lorentz force inside a bound
nucleon.

Within the collinear factorization formalism, the parton-level helicity-flip can be achieved
from the interference between an amplitude of a spin (1/2) quark state and a spin (-1/2) quark-
gluon composite state without requiring a quark helicity-flip and quark mass [57, 113, 114]. The
required phase for the SSA can be generated from a partonic pole, which corresponds to the non-
local feature of the composite quark-gluon state and leads to a natural growth of the SSA into
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the fragmentation region [57, 113, 115]. Because of the coherent interference of a single parton
state and a two-parton composite state, corresponding nonperturbative matrix elements, known
as higher-twist matrix elements, do not have probability interpretations. Since the parton’s trans-
verse momentumkT is integrated over in defining the matrix elements, quark-gluon correlation
functions in the collinear factorization formalism provideaveraged(or integrated) information on
partons’ transverse motion, related to the averaged color Lorentz force experienced by the quarks
[57]. These correlation functions are new physical observables for probing nonperturbative QCD
dynamics.

If we go beyond the collinear factorization formalism, the necessary hadron-level helicity-
flip for SSA can be achieved by parton transverse motion or orbital angular momentum without
requiring a parton-level helicity-flip. AkT -dependent (or un-integrated) parton distribution pro-
vides direct information on both longitudinal and transverse motion of a parton inside a bound
nucleon. As pointed out by Sivers [56], akT -dependent quark distribution of a transversely
polarized nucleon, could have both symmetric and antisymmetric terms when the nucleon spin
S → −S. The antisymmetric term, known as the Sivers function, could be a source of nonva-
nishing single transverse spin asymmetries. It representsan initial state correlation between the
transverse spin of the nucleonST and the parton transverse momentum in the nucleonkT of the
form ST · (P × kT ), whereP is the nucleon momentum. Similarly, the Sivers mechanism can
apply to the un-integrated gluon distribution to define a gluonic Sivers function [116]. The Sivers
functions should be directly related to parton’s transverse motion and orbital angular momentum.
Understanding this connection is an active area of theoretical research [117].

It is also possible to generate a SSA by combining a non-zero quark transversity distribution
together with the Collins-Heppelmann effect [118]. Since transversity is a chiral-odd function,
measurements of transversity require another chiral-odd function. This can be a polarized chiral-
odd fragmentation function (FF) which acts as an analyzer ofthe transversely polarized quark.
The single-hadron Collins FFH⊥

1 (z, kT ) [108] displays itself as a correlation of the formST ·
(P jet × kT ) whereST is the transverse spin vector,P jet is the jet momentum andkT is the
transverse momentum of the hadron with respect to the fragmenting quark. This FF depends not
only on the momentum fraction of the hadron with respect to the partonz = Eh/Eparton, but
also onkT . Early on it was realized that the measurement of two hadrons(h1 andh2) within a jet
would also be sensitive to the Collins-Heppelmann effect viathe correlationST · (P h1

× P h2
)

[118]. However, a recent theoretical study [119] suggests that the Collins-Heppelmann effect
may be suppressed for inclusive pion production in p+p collisions due to cancellations induced
by quantum phases. It was also pointed out that interferencebetween s-wave and p-wave mesons
can analyze the transverse polarization of a quark [120]. This so-called di-hadron interference
FF δq̂I has an advantage in that the theory can work within a collinear approximation, free from
gluon radiation effects which can modify the asymmetry. TheInterference FF depends on the
invariant mass of the two hadrons and the total momentum fraction z = zh1 + zh2. A model
calculation [120] suggests that there will be a sign change around theρ mass for fragmentation
into π+ + π−. Recent data from the HERMES collaboration provide some indication of the
existence of this change in sign [121].

Much of the predictive power of QCD is provided by the universality of nonperturbative par-
ton distributions and/or fragmentation functions in factorization theorems for hadronic processes.
In order to quantify and measure the parton transverse motion inside a polarized nucleon, it is
necessary to have gauge invariant definitions ofkT -dependent parton distributions and/or frag-
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mentation functions [122, 123, 124, 125]. To extract thekT -dependent distributions, such as
the Sivers and Collins functions, from physical observables, a factorization formalism in terms
of these universal distributions is required. Since the Sivers and Collins functions are sensitive
to the transverse motion of partons at relatively low partontransverse momentumkT , which is
nonperturbative, another large physical scale,Q� kT , is needed to ensure thekT -dependent fac-
torization [126]. For example, a Drell-Yan pair of invariant massQ at low transverse momentum
qT ∼ kT is a good probe ofkT -dependent quark and antiquark distributions because the largeQ
ensures the factorization [126]. Sivers functions could also be measured in terms of asymmetric
di-jet correlations at RHIC [127].

The kT -factorization formalism was used to calculate the SSA in hadronic inclusive-pion
production,AN , in terms of contributions of Sivers functions [128] and/ora combination of
transversity and Collins functions [129]. Although there presently exists no formal proof for
kT -factorization for inclusive pion production in hadronic collisions, the calculatedAN , with xF

dependence mainly determined by the extracted Sivers and/or Collins functions from fitting low
energy data, are consistent with new RHIC data at

√
s = 200 GeV [60]. When the pionpT is

much larger than the typicalkT of the parton transverse motion in a nucleon,pT � 〈kT 〉, the
kT factorization formalism used in these calculations is not expected to be valid. On the other
hand, the proven collinear factorization formalism at twist-3 for hadronicAN should be a good
approximation then [57, 113]. Measurements of the SSA in itstransition from the lowpT region
whereAN ∝ pT/〈kT 〉 ∼ kT/〈kT 〉, sensitive to the parton transverse motionkT , to the highpT

region whereAN ∝ 〈kT 〉/pT , probing theaveragedtransverse momentum oraveragedcolor
Lorentz force [57], would provide unique insights into nucleon structure.

With the ability to measure correlations of two hadrons (or jets) at RHIC, it is possible to
separate the Sivers effect, parton transverse motion in initial-state hadron wave functions, from
the Collins-Heppelmann effect, a parton spin effect in final-state hadronization. Sivers functions,
Collins functions, transversity distribution and quark-gluon correlations all provide information
on nucleon’s spin structure that cannot be reached by measurements of longitudinal spin asym-
metries.

There have been several measurements of transverse single spin asymmetries for pion pro-
duction in collisions of polarized protons. The E704 collaboration observed [29, 109] that the
analyzing power (AN ) for pions produced in polarized proton collisions at

√
s=20 GeV at large

Feynman-xF had magnitudes up to∼ 30% that increased with increasingxF . AN was found
to be positive forπ+ production, negative forπ− production and positive forπ0 production, al-
though smaller in magnitude than forπ+ production. Similar trends for thexF dependence ofAN

for pion production are also observed for pion production atlower
√
s [130]. More recently, new

polarized p+p experiments [30, 110] as well as semi-inclusive deep-inelastic lepton scattering
(SIDIS) experiments [54, 111] have reported measurements of transverse single-spin asymme-
tries (SSA) which are significantly different from zero. Theexcitement from these results has
motivated a number of experiments to further explore the unexpectedly large signals. For ex-
ample, the HERMES collaboration has devoted several years ofdata taking to measuring SIDIS
with a transversely polarized target [55]. At RHIC,AN for pion production has been measured
at
√
s = 200 GeV over a large rapidity range [60, 131] as shown in Figs. 27 and 28. At forward

rapidity, a large value ofAN was found for positivexF at collision energies a factor of 10 larger
than in earlier experiments. The STAR experiment has more recently reported preliminaryAN

results atxF < 0 which are consistent with zero within the experimental accuracy [131]. Ac-
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Figure 27:TheAN for π0 meson produced in the interval3.3 < η < 4.1 with polarized proton
collisions at

√
s=200 GeV from STAR [60]. The solid points are for identifiedπ0 mesons. The

open points are measurements of the total electromagnetic energy shifted by 0.01 inxF . The
curves are predictions from pQCD models evaluated atpT =1.5 GeV/c.

cording to a recent study [119], the large negativexF region is dominated by gluon Sivers effects.
While the preliminary STAR data may already exclude a saturated gluon Sivers function, more
data are required to establish its size.

There has been tremendous theoretical progress towards understanding of transverse spin
effects within QCD, as reviewed at the most recent International Symposium on Spin Physics
[133]. In part, the significant theoretical progress has been stimulated by new experimental results
for transverse SSA results from SIDIS experiments and from polarized proton collisions at RHIC.
There is promise that this progress can be sustained since wealso know that the unpolarized yield
for largexF π

0 production in p+p collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV is well described with fixed order

pQCD calculations, unlike at lower
√
s [69].

Higher precision measurements ofAN over a wide range ofxF andpT at
√
s ≥ 200 GeV

will provide the opportunity to understand the physics behind these large spin effects. With a
data sample 3 pb−1 andP = 0.5, the statistical precision for the negativexF analyzing power
for π0 production [131] will be improved by a factor of 5. Measuringthe pT dependence of
AN can also be accomplished with such a data sample and will provide a crucial test of these
pQCD based models, as they all predictAN to decrease aspT increases. Figure 29 shows the
statistical error projection forAN as function ofpT at fixedxF = 0.5 for π0 production at STAR.
Obtaining precise data for very largexF is interesting in order to test the expectation ofAN to
decrease [135], rather than continuing to increase with increasingxF , due to the upper bound (28)
on transversity. It is also expected that comparable precision will be achieved for similar sized
data samples forπ± production at

√
s=200 GeV by the BRAHMS collaboration.

To disentangle the different mechanisms behindAN , it is required to go beyond inclusive
measurements and measure either two final state particles orjets. There is a class of observables
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with polarized proton collisions at

√
s=200 GeV as a function ofpT from PHENIX [132]. Right:

preliminary results of the asymmetryPbeam · AN for π+ meson production in the interval2.3o <
θ < 3.5o as function ofxF from BRAHMS.

for which thekT -dependent distributions or fragmentation functions appear at leading-power,
and are directly sensitive to a small measured transverse momentum [108, 118, 127]. A goal of
the transverse spin program at RHIC is to disentangle the potential contributions toAN by di-
rectly measuring the intrinsickT of partons in nucleon or transverse momentum in fragmentation
process.

Back-to-back di-jet production inp↑p collisions can be used to measure the Sivers func-
tion [127]. The deviation of the azimuthal angle differenceδφ = φjet1 − φjet2 + π from zero
directly measures thekT of the partons. When the jet production plane is close to the spin of
the nucleon, thekT imbalance of the parton will affect theδφ distribution and will give a spin
asymmetryAN(δφ) = (σ↑(δφ) − σ↓(δφ))/(σ↑(δφ) + σ↓(δφ)). At mid rapidity, this asymmetry
may reach a few percent or more and could provide access to thegluon Sivers function, as shown
in Fig. 30. The error bars are estimated statistical uncertainties for di-jet measurement at STAR
with two luminosity and polarization assumptions based on existing data [136] and an expected
increase in the acceptance, but possible improvements of the trigger to enrich di-jet events are
not taken into account.

Measurements at RHIC are planned to study the Collins FF and theInterference FF for two
particles within a jet with unpolarized and transversely polarized pp collisions. In case of single
hadron fragmentation the Collins asymmetryAT , will be observed as azimuthal modulation of
single hadron distributions around the jet-axis and with respect to the transverse proton spin:
S · (Pjet × kT ), wherekT is the transverse hadron momentum with respect to the jet axis. At
the present time the STAR detector is capable of reconstructing the jet-axis required for this
measurement. In PHENIX single hadron Collins measurements will become feasible only after
the addition of a large acceptance inner silicon vertex- andtracking-detector.

For di-hadron fragmentation the Collins asymmetryAT will manifest itself in the modulation
of the angular distribution of the di-hadron plane with respect to the transverse proton spin;
S · (Ph1

×Ph2
). Figure 31 contains projections forAT observed in the production of charged pion

pairs with the PHENIX experiment. The projections are basedon a model for the interference
fragmentation function by Tang and Jaffe [120]. For the simulations leading to the projected
asymmetries in Fig. 31 it was assumed that transversity distributions saturate the Soffer limit. On
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Figure 29:Statistical error projection forAN at
√
s = 200 GeV as function ofpT at fixedxF

for π0 production at STAR for anticipated luminosity and polarization for the 2005 run. The red
curve is a theory prediction based on the Sivers effect fittedto E704 data and extrapolated, and
the green curve is the maximizedAN based on the Collins effect with saturated transversity and
Collins functions [119, 134].

the experimental side it was required that one or more pions in the event have momentum above
the Cherenkov threshold and can be triggered as a coincidencebetween RICH and a low threshold
cluster in the electromagnetic calorimeter. Projections forAT are shown for the invariant mass of
the pion pair in the interval between800 < mπ1,π2

< 950 MeV. Tang and Jaffe predict a specific
dependence of the analyzing power of the interference fragmentation function on the invariant
mass of the two pion system. Specifically, it is predicted that the interference fragmentation
function changes sign at theρ-mass and is positive below and negative above theρ-mass. The
statistical errors in the projections are based on an assumed integrated luminosity of30 pb−1 and
a polarization of50%. It is demonstrated that the sign change in the invariant mass dependence
of the interference fragmentation function can be studied with good statistical resolution. This
will provide an excellent tool to control systematic uncertainties in the measurement.

By increasing the coverage of electromagnetic calorimetry in the forward direction in STAR,
spin-dependent particle correlation studies are enabled in the rapidity range where large trans-
verse single spin effects have already been observed. With calorimetry that spans2.5 < η < 4.0,
coincidentπ0 − π0 pairs can be observed at large rapidity. Near-side correlations (|∆φ| =
|φπ,1 − φπ,2 + π| ≈ 0) can be used to identify di-hadron fragments from a jet produced at large
rapidity. In general, di-hadron fragmentation functions are not well constrained. Nonetheless,
their rate can be estimated by the Lund string model, as implemented in PYTHIA 6.222 [94].
There are two interesting scenarios to consider, each involving azimuthally correlatedπ0 − π0

pairs indicative of di-hadron fragmentation of a forward jet.

In the Sivers pictureAN should be associated with the forward jet. We should therefore expect
that the largeAN observed for a singleπ0 with xF1 > 0.4 produced atη1 ≈ 3.8 would also be
present for forward jets that fragment into forwardπ0 − π0 pairs havingxF,1 + xF,2 > 0.4. From
PYTHIA, we expect≈ 1.5 × 104 π0 − π0 events withxF1 > 0.25 andxF2 > 0.15 in the near-
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Figure 30:Predictions [127] for the spin asymmetryAN for back-to-back di-jet production at√
s = 200 GeV, for various different models for the gluon Sivers function. The solid line marked

as “(iii)+Sud” shows the impact of leading logarithmic Sudakov effects on the asymmetry for
model (iii). The error bars are estimated statistical uncertainties for di-jet measurement at STAR
with 4 pb−1, beam polarization of 50% (black) which is anticipated in 2005 run, and with 30
pb−1, 70% (red).

side jet-like peak in∆φ for 1 pb−1 of integrated luminosity for p+p collisions at
√
s=200 GeV.

PYTHIA predicts the near-side∆φ peak sits atop a uniform background. The signal to back-
ground ratio is approximately1 : 1. With corrections for background, an accuracy ofδAN ≈0.01
could be achieved with 3 pb−1 of integrated luminosity and 70% beam polarization.

The Collins mechanism attributesAN to the correlationST · (P h1
× P h2

) involving the
momenta of two hadronic fragments of a jet and the proton spinvector. The transverse momentum
associated with jet fragmentation that produces aπ0 with xF1 > 0.4 and3 < η1 < 4 can be
determined by detecting a second forwardπ0 with xF2 > 0.15 and by requiring theπ0 − π0

pair have|η1 − η2| < 0.5. Again, PYTHIA predicts the∆φ correlation has a jet-like near-side
correlation peak sitting atop a uniform background. For these kinematics, we expect2 × 103

π0 − π0 pairs in the near-side correlation peak for 1 pb−1 of integrated luminosity. If a non-
zero Collins-Heppelmann effect is observed, then larger integrated luminosity samples would be
required to map out thex dependence of the transversity structure function.

In addition, Collins and Interference FF’s are being measured ate+ + e− colliders [137] such
as Belle, where analysis is currently ongoing [138]. Once these FF’s are available, measurements
at RHIC can be used to access the transversity distribution function. For a given partonic sub-
process, eg.qg → qg the observed asymmetries are proportional toAT ∼ δq(x1) ·G(x2) ·H⊥

1 (z).
Experimental asymmetries contain contributions from manysub-processes, including processes
without Collins-type analyzing power for transverse spin. The extraction of transversity distri-
butions from the observed single spin asymmetriesAT will be obtained from a QCD-analysis
using the experimental information available for parton distribution functions and fragmentation
functions.

As stated earlier, transversity asymmetries require two chiral-odd functions, and both can
be transversity. Transverse double-spin asymmetriesATT for jet or high-pT particle production
will be sensitive to the product of two transversity functions. The advantage of this method
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Figure 31:A statistical error projection for the Collins asymmetry,AT in di-hadron interference
fragmentation at PHENIX. The Soffer bound is assumed to be saturated. The interference frag-
mentation functions were taken from the model in reference [120]. The simulation assumes an
integrated luminosity of 30 pb−1 and a beam polarization ofP = 0.5

is that it does not require any knowledge of polarized fragmentation functions. On the other
hand, as we discussed earlier, this asymmetry is highly suppressed because there is no gluon
transversity and also because double chirality-flip process are color suppressed. It is important
thatATT measurements are done in a kinematical region where gluon contributions are small.
Such measurements require the full luminosity and polarization of RHIC. There are other ideas
to access transversity via the production of J/ψ [139] and D mesons [140]. Perhaps the cleanest
way to measure transversity is through the Drell-Yan process [143], but this likely requires a
RHIC luminosity upgrade to have sufficient sensitivity.

Table 2:Physics cases with transverse spin and its luminosity and polarization requirements
Channel Luminosity [pb−1] Polarization
InclusiveAN 0.4 0.2
MappingAN in xF andpT space 3 0.5
Sivers from di-jet 10 0.5
Transversity from di-hadron correlations within a jet 30 0.5
ATT of jet or high-pT particle 100 0.7
DY 1000 0.7

Table 2 is a summary of physics channels with transverse spinand its luminosity and polar-
ization requirement. The first polarized proton collisionsat RHIC have already produced exciting
transverse spin asymmetry results. As the luminosity and polarization increase, more channels
will become accessible. It is reasonable to expect that measurements of both the Sivers function
and transversity can be achieved with∼ 20 pb−1 of integrated luminosity with polarization of
0.7. To achieve this goal, and minimize the impact on the longitudinal spin physics cases, we
expect to use20 − 30% of beam time for transverse spin physics. It is important to note that
PHENIX and STAR have separate spin rotators; the two experiments can choose longitudinal
and transverse spin independently. In general, most of the transverse spin physics is better done
at
√
s=200 GeV rather than

√
s=500 GeV.
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Figure 32:Maximally possibleATT for single-inclusive jet production at
√
s = 200 and500 GeV

as a function ofpT . Jet rapidities are integrated over−1 < η < 2. The shaded bands represent
the theoretical uncertainty inATT estimated by varying scale by factor 2. Also indicated as error
bars is the expected statistical accuracy with design luminosity of the RHIC [144].

2.9 What else is going on around the world?

The fundamental nature of the nucleon spin puzzle and the high interest in understanding its spin
structure as has lead to experimental programs around the world, to study this problem. In addi-
tion to RHIC spin at BNL , they are the COMPASS experiment at CERN in Geneva Switzerland,
the HERMES experiment at DESY and the Jefferson Laboratory’sContinuous Electron Beam
Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) in Newport News, VI in the US. Inthis section we emphasize the
essential features of their physics program.

2.9.1 COMPASS experiment at CERN

The COMPASS (Common Muon and Proton Apparatus for Structure and Spectroscopy) collab-
oration at CERN has built a dual purpose experiment, aiming to study hadron spectroscopy and
hadron structure. The main spin objectives are to measure: 1) the polarization of gluons within
polarized nucleons, 2) light quark helicity distributionsby flavor, 3) lambda and anti-lambda po-
larization, 4) transverse spin distributions. Leptoproduction of open charm and of hadron pairs
with large transverse momenta are considered to be the most promising options to measure∆g/g.

The experiment is located in the CERN-SPS M2 beamline of longitudinally polarized 160
GeV muons, which was used also by the former EMC and SMC experiments. The kinematic
coverage is thus similar. A solid polarized target filled with 6LiD provides both longitudinal and
transverse target polarizations. A newly designed large-angle spectrometer is used to reconstruct
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the scattered muons and the produced hadrons in wide momentum and angular ranges. Muon,
pion, kaon, and proton identification are among its distinctive features.

The first data, collected in 2002 and 2003 using predominantly longitudinal configurations
of the beam and target spins, correspond to integrated luminosities of about 600 and 900 inverse
picobarn, respectively. A much smaller sample with transverse target polarizations has been col-
lected. The recently released results on the inclusive structure functiongd

1 are in agreement with
those from previous experiments and provide a factor two improvement in statistical uncertainty
in the region0.004 < x < 0.03 [145]. Similar improvements in the semi-inclusive measurements
of quark helicities by flavor may be anticipated.

While the improved measurements of the inclusive structure function may lead to some re-
finement in the indirect extraction of gluon polarization via NLO pQCD analysis, the main COM-
PASS objective is of course in the direct determination of∆g/g via the production of open charm
and of highpT hadron pairs. A first preliminary result on∆g/g from highpT hadron pairs [146]
has a precision similar to those from the preceding HERMES andSMC analyses. The first open
charm measurements are statistics limited.

The COMPASS detector will not take data in 2005 but the spin program is expected to resume
in 2006, sharing its beam time with the spectroscopy program. The spectrometer acceptance will
benefit greatly from an upgrade to the target magnet planned to be installed in 2005.

2.9.2 HERMES experiment at DESY

The HERMES experiment at DESY studies the spin structure of the nucleon by scattering the lep-
ton beam in HERA off pure internal targets that can be polarized longitudinally and transversely.
The large acceptance of the detector allows for inclusive and semi-inclusive measurements and,
like the COMPASS spectrometer, has particle identification.The longitudinal program has de-
livered measurements of: 1) the inclusive structure function g1 of the proton and neutron with
similar precision and kinematic coverage as preceding measurements at SLAC, 2) detailed semi-
inclusive measurements which allow the extraction of quarkhelicity distributions functions with
different model assumptions than preceding work [90], and 3) the first analysis of spin effects in
leptoproduction of highpT hadron pairs, a process which is sensitive to∆g.

The present focus is on transverse and nuclear spin effects.HERMES has made the first mea-
surement of the single-spin asymmetries for semi-inclusive electroproduction of charged pions
in deep-inelastic scattering of positrons with a transversely polarized hydrogen target [90]. The
asymmetry depends on the azimuthal angles of the pion and thetarget spin axis about the virtual
photon direction and relative to the positron scattering plane. Transverse quark polarization in
the target nucleon and a correlation between the intrinsic transverse quark momentum and the
transverse target polarization give rise to signal of this nature, and can be distinguished in exper-
iment with this technique. The latter might provide an indication for non-zero orbital momentum
of quarks in the polarized nucleon. The HERMES program is foreseen to continue to the summer
of 2007.
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2.9.3 Nucleon Spin related experiments at Jefferson Laboratory

Unlike the above two experimental detectors, the CEBAF accelerator at Jefferson laboratory is
a superconducting radio frequency electron accelerator facility that was commissioned during
early 1990s. The accelerator uses state of the art photocathode gun that is capable of delivering
beams of high polarization and high currents (∼200µA) to two of its three experimental halls
while maintaining high polarizations but low current (∼ few nA) beam to the third. Polarizations
of the order of85% are routinely achieved, and maximum beam energies are 5.5 GeV. The main
machine consists of a ”racetrack” layout of circulating beam line with two linear accelerators
joined by two 1800 arcs. The accelerator design also allows experiments with bremsstrahlung
photons off of the continuous electron beams in experimental areas with fluxes ranging from
107−8/sec.

The relatively low beam energies (compared to COMPASS, HERMESand in general RHIC)
available at CEBAF and the fixed target experimental halls A, B,and C [147] makes the facil-
ity ideally suited to study the nucleon structure (including spin) in the transition region from
non-perturbative to perturbative QCD. This is also the region where higher twist effects play an
important role and hence can be studied at JLab. The high intensity electron beams coupled with
solid or gaseous targets allows exclusive measurements using the high acceptance detectors in the
halls [147]. With these characteristics of the experimental conditions, Jlab experiments explore
regions ofQ2 → 0 with high statistical accuracies. To date some of the most accurate tests of
the GDH sum rule [148], high precision high x spin structure functions of the nucleon, azimuthal
single spin asymmetries relating to transverse dynamics ofthe partonic spin structure and mea-
surements of a class of reactions such as DVCS (Deeply-Virtual Compton Scattering) which are
proposed to lead us to the measurement of the total angular momentum of the quarks [39], are
results of experiments performed at Jefferson Lab [149]. Itis the proposed measurement of the
orbital angular moment of the partons inside the nucleon, those of transversity related structure
functions, and their role in understanding the overall spinstructure of the nucleon makes Jlab
measurements complementary to those of∆g and transversity with RHIC Spin.

2.10 Elastic Scattering of polarized high energy protons

The previous sections discuss the physics of hard scattering at RHIC with polarized protons,
which can be understood as collisions of polarized quarks and gluons. The scattering is so en-
ergetic that we can use perturbative QCD to describe the interactions of the quarks and gluons,
and, thus, probe the spin structure of the proton at very small distances. For example, scattering
at Q2=(80 GeV)2 probes wave lengths of 0.003 fermi. Small-angle scattering, from total cross
section tot = −1 (GeV/c)2, probes the static proton properties and constituent quarkstructure
of the proton, covering distances from 4 fermi [−t = 0.003 (GeV/c)2 in the Coulomb nuclear
interference (CNI) region] to a distance of≈0.2 fermi. Unpolarized scattering shows striking
behavior in this region, from the surprise that total cross sections rise at high energy, to observed
dips in elastic cross sections around−t = 1 (GeV/c)2. Both polarimetry at RHIC and thePP2PP

experiment explore this region for spin-dependent cross sections, for
√
s=7-500 GeV, for the first

time.

In the very forward region, the nuclear and electromagneticamplitudes are of comparable
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magnitude, and the interference between them results in a small but significant maximum in
the single transverse spin asymmetryAN making elastic scattering in the CNI region useful for
polarimetry [150]. Important results have already been obtained in the RHIC spin program in
this region. There have been measurements made near RHIC injection energy (24 GeV/c) using
a carbon micro-ribbon target both at the AGS (E950) and in RHIC;there have been measurements
made with a 100 GeV/c beam on a carbon target and independently on a gas jet target. In addition,
a measurement in the colliding beam mode has been carried out(pp2pp).

CNI scattering produces an asymmetry from the scattering of an unpolarized particle, a proton
in one RHIC beam or a carbon nucleus in a fixed target, from the anomalous magnetic moment
of a polarized proton, with a maximum ofAN = 0.04 at −t = 0.003 (GeV/c)2. However, a
hadronic spin-flip term can also contribute to the maximum, and this term is sensitive to the
static constituent quark structure of the proton. The authors of Reference [151] remark that the
helicity flip probes the shortest interquark distance in theproton, and that the helicity nonflip is
sensitive to the largest quark separation in the proton due to color screening. The helicity-flip
term, if present, can indicate an isoscalar anomalous magnetic moment of the nucleons [152],
an anomalous color-magnetic moment causing helicity nonconservation at the constituent quark-
gluon vertex [153], and/or a compact quark pair in the proton[154, 155].

The results from scattering 100 GeV/c polarized protons on carbon [156] are shown on the
left side of Fig. 33. An asymmetry reaching 0.02 is observed,with a t-dependence quite different
from pure electro-magnetic spin flip (the top curve in the figure). The curves use a standard
CNI form [157], with the lower curve including hadronic spin flip. Results from scattering 100
GeV/c protons on a highly polarized hydrogen jet target [158] are shown on the right side of
Fig. 33. In this figure, the solid line is the prediction with only electromagnetic spin flip. For pp
scattering at this energy (

√
s=14 GeV), no hadronic spin flip is observed. Further, the preliminary

measurement from the pp2pp experiment with colliding beamsat RHIC is also shown on the
right side of the figure. For

√
s=200 GeV, the asymmetry is somewhat larger than the CNI

curve without hadronic spin flip, but, including present uncertainty on the beam polarization (the
measurement was made in 2003 before the jet provided more precise polarization results), the
result is consistent also with no hadronic spin flip for pp scattering.

Small-angle scattering at high energy is presently understood in a Regge picture as being
dominated by Pomeron exchange [161]. The Pomeron, which hasthe vacuum quantum numbers
with charge-conjugationC = +1, can be interpreted as a two-gluon exchange. These results for
AN for carbon and proton targets imply that the isospin 0 Reggeons (which include the Pomeron)
have a significant spin flip coupling for the carbon target. The I = 1 Regge poles for the proton
target scattering must be sufficiently strong to nearly cancel theI = 0 contribution at this energy.
The couplings required have been determined and indicate that asymptotically the Pomeron will
contribute about10% spin-flip; i.e. the cancellation leading to no spin-flip inpp at 100 GeV/c
will go away as the energy increases [162].

Many other measurements can be made at RHIC, for elastic scattering and also for diffractive
scattering with rapidity gap measurements. The two-spin transverse asymmetry in the CNI re-
gion, for example, is sensitive to a C-parity odd exchange, referred to as the Odderon [163]. For
larger t, a steep exponential fall with momentum transfer, characteristic of pomeron exchange
matches on to an approximatet−8 dependence at larger−t in the unpolarized cross sections. The
latter has a natural interpretation in terms of three vectorexchanges between pairs of valence
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Figure 33:AN(t) for pC elastic scattering at 100 GeV, left side [156]. The shaded band repre-
sents the systematic uncertainties of the measurement. Thesolid line in the band is a fit to the
data including a significant hadronic spin-flip contribution (see text). The result is significantly
different from the no hadronic spin-flip prediction (top curve). The right side shows preliminary
measurements (solid points) of proton-proton elastic scattering with 100 GeV protons incident on
a highly polarized atomic hydrogen jet target [158]. The open squares are data from E704 at Fer-
milab [159]. In this case, the curve with no hadronic spin flip describes the data well. The closed
box is the preliminary result from the colliding beam experiment pp2pp,

√
s=200 GeV [160]. A

20% systematic uncertainty for the beam polarization is notshown. The dashed curve is the pure
CNI prediction for this energy.

quarks. Whether these individual scatterings should be thought of as single gluons, or as (at least
in part) perturbative exchanges in color-singlet configurations remains to be seen. This profile
is fairly stable with energy, even as the details of its shapechange. The observation of a stable
profile in polarized elastic scattering at RHIC would surely initiate a new class of theoretical in-
vestigations. Lastly, the dramatic spin dependence of proton-proton elastic scattering at moderate
−t observed in the Argonne and BNL experiments of twenty years ago remains an outstanding
puzzle [164]. This could also be explored at RHIC.

2.11 Search for Physics beyond the Standard Model

Single beam helicity asymmetries violate parity and give access to searches for potential physics
beyond the Standard Model (SM), for example for quark substructure, new neutral gauge bosons
present in some supersymmetric models, and supersymmetricparticle production. In general,
parity violation searches can compete with the sensitivityof much higher energy unpolarized
colliders, and a parity violation signal beyond known electro-weak effects would be a decisive
signal for new physics. Furthermore, if a new interaction isdiscovered for example at the LHC,
and lower-lying masses are accessible at RHIC, RHIC will be ableto explore the chiral structure
of the new interaction. We discuss the potential new particles and mass ranges where RHIC
can contribute in this section. For sensitivities we generally consider the target luminosity for√
s=500 GeV of∼1 fb−1 and a large acceptance detector, for example STAR with high luminosity

capability. However, a suggested new detector [165] and an order of magnitude higher luminosity
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from a RHIC II can also be considered. Fig. 34 shows the single beam helicity asymmetryAL
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Figure 34:AL, for one-jet inclusive production in~pp collisions versus transverse energy, for√
s = 500 GeV. The solid curve with error bars represents the SM expectations. The error bars

show the sensitivity at RHIC for 800 pb−1, for the STAR detector. The other solid curves, labeled
by the product ofεη, correspond to the contact interaction atΛ = 2 TeV [166]. The dashed
and dotted curves correspond to different leptophobicZ ′ models. The calculations are at leading
order.

for single jet production versus the transverse energy of the jet, for the SM and its extensions.
The SM predicts a parity violating asymmetry, aroundET = MW/2 for W → 2 jet production,
and from QCD-electroweak interference. Indeed, the data in the peak provides a calibration
for the SM effects. The figure uses the top RHIC energy, our target luminosity for this energy,
and the acceptance of the STAR detector [166]. The sensitivities shown do not include detector
efficiency. Two extensions of the SM are considered: quark compositeness, and new neutral
gauge bosons that appear in several string-derived models [167] (non-supersymmetric models
may be also constructed [168]).

The quark compositeness curves in the figure use a compositeness scaleΛ=2 TeV and max-
imal parity violationη = ±1. Composite models of quarks and leptons [169] generally violate
parity, since the scale of compositenessΛc � MW . The present limit from unpolarized colli-
sions, at the Tevatron, is [170]Λ ∼= 1.6 TeV. Due to the direct sensitivity to parity violation,
RHIC can compete with the much higher energy Tevatron. Further, if an anomalous parity vi-
olation signal is observed, it would be a definitive observation of new physics. The limits of
sensitivity forΛ in the contact model of quark compositeness [166] are tabulated in Table 3 for
RHIC, the Tevatron and the LHC, withL ∼ 1 fb−1 integrated luminosity the RHIC spin target
for

√
s=500 GeV, andL ∼ 10 fb−1 a potential target for RHIC II.
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Collider
√
s (TeV) L (fb−1) Λ (TeV)

RHIC p↑p 0.5 1 3.3
0.5 10 5.5

Tevatron limit 1.8 0.5 1.6
Tevatronpp̄ 2.0 30 5

LHC pp 12 100 30

Table 3:Limits on quark compositeness (Λ) at 95% CL for different colliders. RHIC uses P=0.7,
STAR detector acceptance, single jet production, parity violation signal with maximal parity vio-
lation for compositeness. The Tevatron and LHC use the deviation from the SM for the inclusive-
jet cross section versuspT . 10 % systematic errors in asymmetry are assumed [166].

Also shown in Fig. 34 areZ ′ curves. In the framework of supersymmetric models with an
additional AbelianU(1)′ gauge, it has been shown [171] that theZ ′ boson could appear with
a relatively low mass (MZ ≤ MZ′ ≤ 1 TeV) and a mixing angle with the standardZ close to
zero. The effects of different representative models are also shown in Fig. 34 (see Ref. [172]
for details). RHIC covers some regions of parameters space ofthe different models that are
unconstrained by present and forthcoming experiments, andRHIC would also uniquely obtain
information on the chiral structure of the new interaction.

There are also a number of other examples. Using a RHIC luminosity of 1 fb−1 at
√
s=500 GeV,

parity violating asymmetry in the production of supersymmetric sparticles (multijets plus large
missingET ; trileptons, etc.) of mass up to 75 GeV would be observable [173]. Another example
is to search for a transverse asymmetry for W or Z boson production, where the SM prediction
is very small [92, 175, 176]).W± andZ0 production inp↑p collisions at RHIC is expected to
have good sensitivity toLSM–LnonSM interference at the parton level due to strong correlation
between the proton spin and the polarization of high-x valence quarks, that participate in the
gauge boson production [174]. This asymmetry could arise from anomalous electroweak dipole
moments of quarks [176, 177, 178]. The RHIC sensitivity can improve present experimental
limits [179] by a factor∼5-10 [178]. These limits do not approach the SM expectations, and a
signal would be direct indication of new physics.

2.12 Connection to eRHIC

The addition of a high energy, high polarization lepton (electron/positron) beam facility to the
existing RHIC Complex, able to collide with its hadron beam, would dramatically increase
RHIC’s capability to do precision QCD physics. Such a facility with 10 GeV/c polarized elec-
trons/positrons has been proposed and is called eRHIC. There are many connections between the
RHIC spin program and eRHIC. We categorize them in two groups:

• Direct connections to RHIC Spin:In these, the physics observables measured by the exist-
ing RHIC spin physics program will be measured in complementary kinematic regions, or
in some cases augmented to complete the understanding of nucleon spin.
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• Indirect Connections to RHIC Spin:These include measurements not possible with RHIC
Spin, but of significance to understanding QCD with spin in general or nucleon spin in
particular.

2.12.1 Direct Connections

Direct connections between RHIC Spin and eRHIC are made on three principal topics : the
measurement of the polarized gluon distribution, the measurement of polarized quark-anti-quark
distributions, and on transverse physics measurements.

For polarized gluon distribution measurements, eRHIC enables an increase in the kinematic
range and precision, particularly at lowx. At eRHIC the polarized gluon distribution will be
measured using a) the scaling violations of spin structure functionsgp/n

1 and b) di-jet and highpT

di-hadron production in the photon gluon fusion process [180]. The RHIC spin measurements
discussed earlier in this document will be most significant in the medium-highx range,x > 10−2,
while eRHIC will complement them with precision on lowx, (x < 10−2) all the way tox ∼ 10−4.

RHIC Spin will be the first to measure in a model independent waythe polarized quark
and anti-quark distributions using single spin longitudinal asymmetry measurements inpp scat-
tering at

√
s=500 GeV/c via (W±) production. Analysis of these asymmetries will give us

∆u,∆u,∆d,∆d (see Sec. 2.7). The quark-anti-quark separation in such a way is not possible
in fixed target DIS where the virtualγ is the propagator of the force which cannot differentiate
between quarks and anti-quarks. However, at high enough energy, in DIS at eRHIC, virtualW±

also get exchanged. If∆q = u, u, d, d are known by early next decade from RHIC Spin, eRHIC
will be able to continue this program by exploring the heavy quarks, i.e. identify the spin con-
tributions from∆c/c and∆s/s. Of course, traditional methods to get quark flavor distributions
(quark-antiquark unseparated) using semi-inclusive DIS measurements of charged and neutral
pions and kaons will also continue, with access to flavor separation at lowerx than is possible in
current fixed target DIS experiments.

Transversity is the last as yet unmeasured spin structure function, discussed in detail in 2.8.
The measurements at RHIC withpp scattering will be made using measurements of Collins Frag-
mentation Function (CFF), Interference Fragmentation Functions (IFF) and if very large lumi-
nosities are achieved, also with Drell Yan (DY) processes (see Sec. 2.8). These measurements
will be made in the center of mass energy range from 200 to 500 GeV. The eRHIC will make a
complementary set of measurements, with high precision using CFF and IFF measurements, not
unlike those made by the HERMES collaboration currently.

2.12.2 Indirect Spin Connections

In addition to the measurements eRHIC will do that will extendor complement the investigation
of nucleon spin with RHIC Spin, there is another class of nucleon spin and other helicity related
measurements that could also be made with eRHIC. A partial listincludes:

• Measurement of spin structure functionsg1 of the proton and neutron and the difference
between them that tests the Bjorken spin sum rule. eRHIC will dothis with accuracies
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that will for the first time start competing and challenging the experimental systematic
uncertainties at the level of 1- 2%. Lowx phenomena have been some of the most exciting
aspects of the physics coming from unpolarized DIS measurements in the last decade, and
eRHIC will probe lowx kinematics for the first time with polarized beams

• eRHIC will be the only possible facility in the foreseeable future at which QCD spin struc-
ture of the quasi-real photon could be explored. The processemployed for this investigation
is that of photon-gluon fusion [181].

• Deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS) for final state photons as well as other vector
mesons measured using almost complete acceptance (4π) detectors has been suggested as a
preliminary requirement towards the measurement of the Generalized Parton Distributions
(GPDs). A series of different GPD measurements may be required eventually to extract the
orbital angular momentum of the partons. This is the last part of the nucleon spin puzzle
which we may have to address after the spin of the gluon is understood. Although the
theoretical formulation is not yet ready, it is expected that by the time eRHIC comes on line,
there will be a formalism available to take the measured GPDsand determine the orbital
angular momentum of partons. These measurements at eRHIC will be complementary, at
much higher energy scales, to those being planned at Jefferson Laboratory after its 12 GeV
upgrade plan.

• Drell Hearn Gerasimov spin rule [148] measurements presently underway at Jefferson lab-
oratory [149] and at the Mainz Microtron (MAMI) are mostly atlow values ofν [182].
While the significance of the contribution the spin sum rule from highν is small, abso-
lutely no measurements exist beyond the value ofν >≈ 1 GeV. eRHIC will extend direct
measurements of the highν component up to 500 GeV.

• Precision measurements of spin structure functions in veryhigh x ∼ 0.9 region could be
part of the eRHIC physics program with specially designed detectors as has been discussed
in [183].

The physics programs with polarized proton beams at RHIC and eRHIC have much in the
way of complementarity of physics measurements. It’s also clear that success at eRHIC passes
through a period of successful measurements and collider development by the RHIC spin program
not only at

√
s=200 GeV/c but also at

√
s=500 GeV/c.
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3 Accelerator performance

As of 2004, polarized proton beams have been accelerated, stored and collided in RHIC at a
center of mass energy of 200 GeV. The average store luminosity reached4 × 1030cm−2s−1, and
the average store polarization 45% (see Table 4). Over the next 4 years we aim to reach the
Enhanced Luminosity goal for polarized protons, consisting of an average store luminosity of

• 60×1030cm−2s−1 for 100 GeVproton energy, and
• 150×1030cm−2s−1 for 250 GeVproton energy,

both with anaverage store polarization of 70%. Table 4 gives a projection of the luminosity
and polarization evolution through FY2008. Luminosity numbers are given for 200 GeV center
of mass energy and one of two interaction points. For operation with more than two experiments,
the luminosity per interaction point is reduced due to an increased beam-beam interaction. For
each year the maximum achievable luminosity and polarization is projected. Projections over
several years are not very reliable and should only be seen asguidance for the average annual
machine improvements needed to reach the goal. We assume that 10 weeks of physics running
are scheduled every year to allow for commissioning of the improvements and development of
the machine performance.

Table 4: Maximum projected RHIC polarized proton luminosities through FY2008. Delivered
luminosity numbers are given for 200 GeV center of mass energy and one of two interaction
points. 10 weeks of physics operation per year are assumed. The designation 2002A refers to
achieved, and 2005E refers to expected.

Fiscal year 2002A 2003A 2004A 2005E 2006E 2007E 2008E
No of bunches ... 55 55 56 79 79 100 112
Protons/bunch, initial 1011 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.0 1.4 2.0 2.0
β∗ m 3 1 1 1 1 1 1
Peak luminosity 1030cm−2s−1 2 6 6 16 31 80 89
Average luminosity 1030cm−2s−1 1.5 3 4 9 21 53 60
Time in store % 30 41 41 50 53 56 60
Max luminosity/week pb−1 0.2 0.6 0.9 2.8 6.6 18.0 21.6
Max integrated luminosity pb−1 0.5 1.6 3 20 46 126 151
Average store polarization % 15 30 45 49 65 70 70
Max LP4/week nb−1 0.1 5 37 160 1180 4330 5190

In Fig. 35 the integrated luminosity delivered to one experiment is shown through FY2012 for
two scenarios: 10 weeks of physics operation per year, and 10weeks of physics operation every
other year. For every projected year shown in Fig. 35 the weekly luminosity starts at 25% of the
final value, and increases linearly in time to the final value in 8 weeks. During the remaining
weeks the weekly luminosity is assumed to be constant. For the maximum projection the values
in Table 4 are used as final values until FY2008. For later years the FY2008 values are assumed
with no further improvement. The minimum projection is one third of the maximum projection,
based on past experience in projecting heavy ion luminosities [184].

For the scenario with 10 weeks of physics operation per year,the assumed center of mass
energy is 200 GeV until mid-FY2009, and 500 GeV thereafter. For the scenario with 10 weeks
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every other year, the assumed center of mass energy is 200 GeVthroughout the entire period,
reaching the target in 2012.

For the scenario with 10 weeks of physics operation every other year, the final values are
not increased in years without proton operation, since no time is available to develop the machine
performance. Thus in our projections we reach the Enhanced Luminosity goal in FY2009 with 10
week physics operation per year, but need until FY2012 with 10 weeks of physics operation every
other year. For operation at 500 GeV center of mass energy, the luminosity projections in Table 4
need to be multiplied by 2.5. We expect no significant reduction in the average store polarization
after full commissioning of polarized proton ramps to 250 GeV for the

√
s = 500 GeV running.

Figure 35:Minimum and Maximum projected integrated luminosity through FY2012. Delivered
luminosity numbers are given for one of two interaction points. For the scenario with 10 weeks
of physics operation per year, the assumed center of mass energy is 200 GeV to mid-FY2009, and
500 GeV thereafter. For the scenario with 10 weeks every other year, the assumed center of mass
energy is 200 GeV throughout the entire period.

3.1 Polarization limitations

The RHIC beam polarization at the proton energy of 100 GeV is currently limited by the AGS
beam polarization transmission efficiency of about 70%, andthe source polarization. With the
installation of a new solenoid in FY2005, the source polarization is expected to increase from
80% to 85%. The existing AGS polarized proton setup includesa 5% warm helical snake for
overcoming imperfection spin depolarizing resonances andan RF dipole for overcoming 4 strong
intrinsic spin resonances. This setup has two drawbacks:

1. All the weak intrinsic spin resonances are crossed with nocorrection and result in a total
depolarization of about 16%.

2. Operation with the RF dipole still leads to about 15% depolarization.

In addition, the AGS has shown a dependence of the beam polarization on the bunch intensity.
These shortcomings can be overcome with the installation ofa new AGS cold snake, to be initially
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commissioned in 2005. With a scheme that combines the AGS cold snake of 15%, and the AGS
warm snake of 5%, depolarizations at all imperfection and all intrinsic spin resonances should be
eliminated, making the AGS spin transparent with the exception of some mismatch at injection
and extraction [185].

Obtaining 70% beam polarization in RHIC at 250 GeV proton energy is challenging be-
cause of strong intrinsic and imperfection resonances beyond 100 GeV. Betatron tunes and orbit
distortions have to be controlled precisely to avoid depolarization due to snake resonances. Sim-
ulations show that orbit distortions have to be corrected toless than 0.3 mm rms. Orbit errors
are introduced due to misalignments and remain if the orbit cannot be corrected completely. A
realignment of the entire ring is scheduled for the 2005 summer shutdown. Efforts continue to
improve the existing beam position monitor system, and the orbit correction techniques. A beam-
based alignment technique is under development. With the existing hardware and software, orbit
distortions of 1 mm rms were achieved, as measured by the beamposition monitors. Accelera-
tion of polarized proton beams beyond 100 GeV is planned in 2005. The result of this machine
development effort will provide guidance for the tolerablelevels of machine misalignments and
orbit errors.

3.2 Luminosity limitations

A number of effects limit the achievable luminosity. Currently the bunch intensity is limited
to about1 × 1011 to maintain maximum polarization in the AGS. This restriction should be
removed with the AGS cold snake. With intense bunches the beam-beam interaction will limit
the luminosity lifetime. With bunches of2×1011 protons and 2 interaction points, the total beam-
beam induced tune spread will reach 0.015. Operation with more than two collision points will
significantly reduce the luminosity lifetime. RHIC is also the first hadron collider to operate in a
strong-strong beam-beam regime. High intensity beams alsolead to a vacuum breakdown, caused
by electron clouds. In the warm sections, NEG coated beam pipes are installed, that have a lower
secondary electron yield, and provide linear pumping. In the cold regions, additional pumps are
installed to improve the vacuum to an average value of10−5 Torr before the cool-down starts.
With the PHENIX and STAR detector upgrades, the vacuum system in the experimental regions
will also be improved.

Time in store can be gained through faster machine set-up, a reduction in system failures, and
the injection of multiple bunches in each AGS cycle. We project that the time in store can be
increased to about 100 hours per week, or 60% of calendar time.

3.3 Polarimetry

Beam polarization measurements in RHIC provide immediate information for performance mon-
itoring, and absolute polarization to normalize the experimental asymmetry results. Two types of
polarimeters are used. Both are based on small angle elastic scattering, where the sensitivity to
the proton beam polarization comes from the interference between the electromagnetic spin-flip
amplitude that generates the proton anomalous magnetic moment and the hadronic spin non-flip
amplitude, and possibly a hadronic spin-flip term.
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One type of polarimeter uses a micro-ribbon carbon target, and provides fast relative polar-
ization measurements. The other type uses a polarized atomic hydrogen gas target, and provides
slow absolute polarization measurements. In addition, both PHENIX and STAR have developed
local polarimeters that measure the residual transverse polarization at their interaction points.
These polarimeters are used to tune and monitor the spin rotators that provide longitudinal polar-
ization for the experiments. They polarimeters are discussed in the Experiments section.

The fast proton-carbon polarimeter was first developed at the AGS [186]. It measures the
polarization in RHIC to∆P = ±0.02 in 30 seconds. Measurements taken during a typical
store in 2004 are shown in Fig. 36. A carbon ribbon target is introduced into the beam, and the
left-right scattering asymmetry of recoil carbon ions is observed with silicon detectors inside the
vacuum. The silicon detectors observe the energy and time offlight of the recoil particles near
90◦ [187]. The detector selects carbon ions with a momentum transfer in the coulomb-nuclear
interference (CNI) region,−t = 0.005 − 0.02 (GeV/c)2. In this region, the interference of the
electromagnetic spin flip amplitude and the hadronic non-flip amplitude produces a calculable
t-dependent asymmetry of 0.03 to 0.02. The cross section is large, so that the sensitivity to
polarization is large. A term from a hadronic spin flip amplitude is also possible and is reported
in Ref. [186]. This contribution is not calculable, so that this polarimeter must be calibrated using
a beam of a known polarization.
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Figure 36:Measured polarization during one store of RHIC in 2004.

A polarized atomic hydrogen gas jet target was used for the first time in RHIC in 2004 [188].
The atoms are polarized with the Stern-Gehrlach process to select one electron polarization state,
with rf transition to select proton polarization. The atomsare focused in the RHIC beam region to
6 mm FWHM using the atomic hydrogen magnetic moment. A Breit-Rabi polarimeter after the
RHIC beam measures the polarization by cycling through rf transition states. The polarization
was determined to be 0.92±0.02, including correction for the measured 2% molecular fraction
(4% nuclear fraction) that is unpolarized. The online target polarization measurements are shown
in Fig. 37. The target polarization was reversed roughly every 8 minutes by changing rf transi-
tions. Silicon detectors measure a left-right asymmetry for proton-proton elastic scattering in the
CNI region, similar to the p-carbon polarimeters. By measuring the asymmetry with respect to
the target polarization sign, we measure the analyzing power for proton-proton elastic scattering,
as shown in the elastic scattering subsection. By then measuring the left-right asymmetry with
respect to the beam polarization sign, flipping each bunch (every 200 ns), we obtain the absolute
beam polarization. The absolute beam polarization was measured to better than∆P/P = 7% in
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2004 (preliminary).
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Figure 37: Online polarization measurements for the polarized atomichydrogen jet target in
RHIC during the 2004 run. No correction is included for molecular hydrogen contamination
(about 3%).

A remaining issue is whether the carbon polarimeter calibration can be used for different
detectors, from year to year, or whether it will be necessaryto recalibrate each year using the
jet target. We can also choose to use the jet target as the RHIC polarimeter, with the carbon
polarimeter used for corrections, for example for different polarization of the bunches and for a
polarization profile of the beams. It will also be necessary to improve the lifetime of the silicon
detectors from radiation to avoid changing detectors mid-run, which worsens the RHIC vacuum
and is not expected to be compatible with high luminosity running. A related issue is development
to be able to bake out the polarimeter region.

3.4 Long-term perspective

A number of ideas are pursued for long-term improvements of the machine performance. RHIC
II aims at increasing the heavy ion luminosity by an order of magnitude through electron cooling.
For protons, cooling at store is not practical but pre-cooling at injection might be beneficial. A
further reduction ofβ∗, especially at 250 GeV proton energy appears possible. Somebenefits may
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also come from stochastic cooling, currently developed forheavy ions. We expect a luminosity
improvement of a factor 2-5 for polarized protons for RHIC II.

With a new interaction region design, the final focusing quadrupoles can be moved closer
to the interaction point, thus allowing to squeezeβ∗ further. This, however, makes some space
unavailable for the detectors. Additional increases in theluminosity may come from a further
increase in the number of bunches, to close to 360, as is planned for eRHIC, or operation with
very long bunches. The latter requires a substantial R&D effort, as well as a new timing system
for the detectors.
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4 Experiments

Beginning in FY 2003, DOE has funded a detector R&D program, as part of the RHIC operations
budget, supporting the development of advanced detector techniques to meet specific needs for
proposed upgrades to PHENIX and STAR. As a result, the upgradeproposals discussed below
take advantage of extensive R&D effort within the RHIC community on the technologies of
precision tracking with silicon detectors, multi-gap resistive plate chambers (RPC) for large-area
time-of-flight measurements, and the GEM technology for electron multiplication in compact,
high-resolution gaseous tracking detectors.

This section describes the three experiments capable of making spin measurements.

4.1 PHENIX

RHIC has made great strides toward providing high luminositybeams of highly polarized pro-
tons. To make statistically sensitive asymmetry measurements with low systematics requires well
understood detectors; clean, highly selective triggers, reliable measurements of beam luminosity
and polarization, and the ability to take and analyze data athigh rates. In this section we dis-
cuss the current and proposed capabilities of the PHENIX detector in the context of meeting the
challenges of the spin program.
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Figure 38:Plan view and side views of the PHENIX detector.

As shown in Fig. 38, the PHENIX detector comprises four instrumented spectrometers (arms)
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Figure 39:Theπ0 mass spectrum in 1 GeVpT bins 1-2 GeV/c, 2-3 GeV/c, 3-4 GeV/c and 4-5
GeV/c. The left four panels are for lead scintillator (PbSc), and the right four panels are for lead
glass (PbGl) calorimeter sectors. Events are collected using the highpT photon trigger of the
EMCal. The combinatorial background is∼30% for apT range from 1 to 2 GeV/c, and∼5% for
pT > 5 GeV/c. The two-photon invariant mass resolution is 8.5% in the firstpT bin and 6.4% in
the lastpT bin.

and two global detectors [189]. The east and west central arms are located at central rapidity and
instrumented to detect electrons, photons, and charged hadrons. The north and south forward
arms have full azimuthal coverage to detect muons. In addition, the zero degree calorimeters
(ZDCs) and beam-beam counters (BBCs) measure the time and position of the collision ver-
tex [190].

4.1.1 PHENIX Central Arms

The PHENIX central arms consist of tracking systems for charged particles and electromagnetic
calorimetry. We require a calorimeter with the ability to distinguish isolated photons from those
fromπ0 decays over a largepT range. A thorough understanding of the calorimeter and associated
triggers is vital for these measurements.

The calorimeter (EMCal) [191] is the outermost subsystem of the central arms, located at a
radial distance of∼5 m from the beam line. Each arm covers a pseudorapidity rangeof |η|<0.35
and an azimuthal angle interval of∆φ≈ 90◦, and is divided into sectors containing a lead scin-
tillator (PbSc) calorimeter or lead glass (PbGl) calorimeter. Each calorimeter tower subtends a
solid angle∆φ×∆η ∼ 0.01×0.01, ensuring the two photons fromπ◦ decay are resolved up
to apT of 12 GeV/c. Shower profile analysis can extend thispT range beyond 20 GeV/c. The
energy calibration used the position of the two photon invariant mass peak fromπ◦ decay, the
energy deposit from minimum ionizing charged particles traversing the EMCal (PbSc), and the
momentum determined by the tracking detectors of electronsand positrons identified by the ring-
imagingČerenkov detector. It has been shown that the energy resolution was better than 1.5%.
The effective energy resolution was deduced by comparing the measured energy and momentum
for identified electrons and positrons and from the widths oftheπ◦ invariant mass peaks as shown
in Fig.39.
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The number of recorded high-pT π◦’s is enhanced by a high-pT trigger which uses thresh-
old discrimination applied to sums of the analog signals from 4×4 groupings (tiles) of adjacent
EMCal towers. The efficiency reached a plateau of0.9 at∼4 GeV, which is consistent with the
geometrical acceptance of the active trigger tiles, and wasreproduced by Monte Carlo calcula-
tions. Charged particle contamination in the photon sample was minimized by using information
from the PHENIX ring-imaginǧCerenkov and tracking detectors [192, 193].

The calorimeter and trigger performance have enabled PHENIX to make many significant
measurements within the first few years of running. Measurements have been made of the cross-
section [59] and double-helicity asymmetry [83] forπ0 production (see Figs. 6, 12). Figure
40 shows an experimental efficiency forπ0 detection at PHENIX including BBC and EMCal
trigger efficiencies, offline data selection, and reconstruction efficiencies. The prompt photon
production cross-section in pp collisions has also been measured [66, 194] and the NLO pQCD
calculation [67] is in good agreement with the data (see Fig.8). In Ref. [66], a photon isola-
tion cut was applied as a first step toward a spin asymmetry measurement. The cut reduces the
level of background photons diluting the analyzing power. With increased luminosity we ex-
pect improved precision on these measurements, and the firstmeasurements of the double spin
asymmetryApp→γX

LL .

The EMCal will also be used for measurements of inclusive electron asymmetries from semi-
leptonic decays of charm and beauty produced mainly by gluon-gluon fusion inpp scattering.
Electrons in the central arms are identified by the RICH detector (Čerenkov threshold forπ± ≈
4.9 GeV/c) and the EMCal. The yield of electrons can be categorized intononphotonic electrons
mainly from semi-leptonic decays of charm and beauty, and photonic electrons mainly from
gamma conversion and Dalitz decays of neutral mesons such asπ0 andη [195].

4.1.2 Muon Arms

The systematic study ofJ/ψ production at Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) energies with
wide pT and rapidity coverage should provide crucial tests ofJ/ψ production models. In addi-
tion, the RHIC proton-proton results provide a baseline for studying cold and hot nuclear matter
in proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions usingJ/ψ yields as a probe. PHENIX has two
forward spectrometers devoted to the characterization of single and di-muon events in the for-
ward rapidity regions [196]. The central magnet poles act asa hadron absorber in front of a radial
field magnet with acceptance from 1.2< η < 2.2 (2.4) in the South (North) spectrometer. Inside
the magnetic field, there are three high resolution cathode strip tracking chambers capable of de-
termining space point position to< 100 microns. Downstream of each spectrometer magnet is a
Muon Identifier (MuId) which covers the same rapidity region. They consist of five layers of steel
absorber sandwiching both horizontal and vertical proportional tubes, with the total thickness of
the absorber material of 60cm. The minimum muon momentum able to penetrate all 5 gaps is 2.7
GeV/c, and the pion rejection factor at 3 GeV/c is 400. The MuId is also used as trigger counter
as well as identifying the muon. It uses full hit informationof the detector, 9 cm in horizontal
and vertical direction for each gap, and determines whethera muon candidate road exists for
each beam crossing. Triggers on single and double tracks with sufficient depth in the MuId are
passed to the global level-1 trigger of PHENIX.J/ψ yields in the muon arm were obtained by
reconstructingµ+ − µ− pairs. Muon tracks were reconstructed by finding a track seedin the
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Figure 40: Experimental efficiency forπ0 detection at PHENIX. It includes BBC and EMCal
trigger efficiencies, offline data selection, and reconstruction efficiencies. Black points are effi-
ciencies calculated from run2-pp data and the black line is asmoothed curve for eye guidance.
It saturates around 35-40%. The dotted red line shows expected efficiency in the future. We can
achieve this by removing the BBC coincidence from the trigger and setting the EMCal trigger
threshold energy higher.

MuID and matching it to clusters of hits in each of the three MuTr stations. The momentum was
determined by fitting, with a correction for energy loss, theMuID and MuTr hit positions and
the vertex position.J/ψ mass resolution of 160 MeV/c2 in p − p collisions has been achieved
as shown in Fig.41. Together with the di-electron measurement in the central arm, PHENIX has
published thepT , rapidity and total cross-sections forJ/ψ at

√
s = 200 GeV/c [197].

4.1.3 PHENIX Local Polarimetry and Relative Luminosity Detectors

Local polarimeters, sensitive to transverse polarizationat collision, were used to set up the spin
rotators and monitor the beam polarization direction at thePHENIX interaction point. The local
polarimeters utilized a transverse single spin asymmetry in neutron production inpp collisions
at

√
s = 200 GeV [198]. For vertically polarized beam a left-right asymmetry is observed for

neutrons produced at very forward angles, with no asymmetryfor production at very backward
angles. A fully longitudinally polarized beam produces no asymmetry.

Neutrons withEn > 20 GeV and production angle0.3 < θn < 2.5 mrad were observed
by two hadronic calorimeters, the Zero Degree Calorimeters (ZDC) [199], located±18 meters
from the interaction point. Scintillator hodoscopes at 1.7interaction length provided the neutron
position at the ZDC, and thus the neutron production angle andazimuthal angleφ = arctan(x/y)
with ŷ vertically upward. Thêx axis forms a right handed coordinate system with theẑ axis
defined by the beam direction for forward production. Figure42 shows the observed asymmetry
for the spin rotators off and on, for the blue and yellow beams. With the spin rotators off, a
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Figure 41:The invariant mass spectra for dielectron and dimuon pairs.Unlike-sign pairs are
shown as solid lines, the sum of like-sign pairs as dashed lines.

left-right asymmetry is observed from the vertically polarized beam. With the spin rotators on,
the transverse asymmetry is greatly reduced, indicating a high degree of longitudinal polarization
(0.99 and 0.98 for the blue and yellow beams, respectively).A separate run with the spin rotators
set to give radial polarization confirmed the direction of the polarization for each beam.

In addition to the polarization of the beams, we require information on the intensities and pos-
sibly the profiles of the colliding bunches. This knowledge is necessary because the spin structure
information we seek appears in correlations between the rate or angular distribution of specific
final states and the spin direction(s) of the colliding protons. However, spin correlated differences
in the production rate of particular final states may appear even in the absence of a physics asym-
metry simply because the luminosities of the colliding bunches are different. This necessitates
measurements of the relative luminosities of the collidingbunches which are insensitive to the
beam polarization and of greater precision than the smallest physics asymmetry to be measured.
PHENIX is currently equipped with two forward detectors, the BBCs and ZDCs, which are pri-
marily sensitive to thepp inelastic and double-diffractive cross-section respectively. They have
demonstrated an insensitivity to the colliding bunch polarization at the level of 1.4× 10−4 and
have a high rejection of backgrounds. Scalars attached to these detectors counting a single event
per crossing form the successful foundation of the relativeluminosity measurements suitable for
the currentpp luminosity. As RHIC approaches its design luminosity, 2× 1032 cm−2s−1, there
will be multiple pp interactions per bunch crossing, and ambiguities in determining whether the
event vertices lay within the PHENIX acceptance. We believethese complications will be over-
come by incorporating additional information from the detectors which is linear in the rate such
as phototube charge and multiplicity. Bunch profile information from existing RHIC instrumen-
tation, new analysis techniques and trigger logic will be used to minimize the effects of vertex
ambiguities on the determination of relative luminosity. Also, a dedicated low cost, small accep-
tance detector is being considered to address these issues.Finally, we note that the uncertainty
on the relative luminosity may be reduced through use of the spin flippers at RHIC, which will
allow frequent reversals of the beam helicities.
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Figure 42:The raw asymmetry normalized by the beam polarization,ε/P , as a function of az-
imuthal angleφ, for forward neutron production. The solid points and curve correspond to the
spin rotators off (transverse polarization) and the open points and dashed curve correspond to
the spin rotators on (longitudinal polarization). Curves are sine function fits to the data, rep-
resenting possible transverse polarization. The data are for special runs used to set up the spin
rotators, where the blue (yellow) polarization was 0.24 and 0.33 (0.08 and 0.28), for spin rotators
off and on, correspondingly.

4.1.4 PHENIX DAQ and Computing

The PHENIX DAQ has been designed from inception as a parallelpipelined buffered system
capable of very high rates of nearly deadtime-less data-taking. In this kind of design, data is
sent from each detector element in multiple parallel streams, buffered at each stage in the chain
to smooth out fluctuations in rate, and then uses simultaneous read and write for the highest
possible throughput with existing technology. At present,PHENIX has achieved data rates of
over 4 kHz, and with improvements in noise reduction PHENIX should be able to approach the
peak design interaction trigger rate of 12.5 kHz. Such high DAQ rates are crucial for providing
the capability and flexibility to record the many different kinds of interesting rare events at RHIC.

In addition to the RHIC Computing Facility (RCF) at BNL, PHENIX hasregional computing
centers around the world. The biggest one is the RIKEN CC-J, Computing Center in Japan. The
CC-J has comparable computing resources to the PHENIX part of the RCF, CPU power and data
storage capability with the High Performance Storage System (HPSS). The main missions of the
CC-J for the PHENIX experiment are the primary simulation center, an Asian regional computing
center, and a computing center for the spin physics. In run5,it will be used for the reconstructed
data production of all the polarized proton collision data.Raw data are sent from PHENIX to
the CC-J as much as possible using a WAN connection in parallel to the RCF HPSS. A sustained
transfer rate of the WAN connection between BNL and RIKEN of 10 MB/s has been routine and
occasionally 60 MB/s has been sustained. The PHENIX DAQ rate is expected to be 60 - 100
MB/s in near future. The data which are not transferred in realtime will be sent later through the
WAN, and with tape transfer by air-shipments as a backup plan. A bottleneck of the WAN was
upgraded very recently, so the transfer rate may reach 100 MB/s.
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upgrade channel physics targetx coverage
muon trigger W+ → µ+ ∆u(x), ∆d̄(x) 0.2< xu,d < 0.6

W− → µ− ∆ū(x), ∆d(x) 0.04< xū,d̄ < 0.1
silicon vertex tracker c→ e

b→ e
0.01< xg < 0.1

D → Kπ ∆g(x) 0.1< xg < 0.2
B → J/ψ 0.03< xg < 0.1
γ + jet 0.02< xg < 0.1

nose cone calorimeterγ + jet ∆g(x) 0.001< xg

Table 5:Physics goals of the PHENIX detector upgrades.

4.1.5 PHENIX Detector upgrades

Three PHENIX detector upgrades related to spin are proposedto be completed around 2010.
They will enhance the existing capabilities or make possible measurements of new spin observ-
ables. They are the 1) The muon trigger upgrade, 2) The Silicon Vertex Tracker 3) A Nose Cone
Calorimeter. These upgrades will be described briefly in thissection.

Muon Trigger Upgrade

The flavor separation of quark and anti-quark polarizationsfor up and down quarks, requires
separate high statistics measurements of inclusive leptoncounting rate asymmetries:AW+→µ+

L (pT )

andAW−→µ−

L (pT ). These measurements translate into the following experimental requirements
for the PHENIX muon arms: (a) superior event selection capability in order to reduce the 10MHz
collision rate to the data archiving bandwidth available inPHENIX (b) the ability to assign the
correct proton polarization (that is bunch crossing number) to a given W-event candidate, (c)
tracking resolution to correctly determine the lepton charge sign and (d) good signal to back-
ground ratios in the off-line analysis.

Extensive Monte Carlo simulations including a full GEANT simulation of the muon arms
show that the existing muon spectrometers are capable of defining a clean sample of W events
for the off-line analysis: a requirement ofpT > 25 GeV on the transverse momentum of the final
state decay muon will remove most of the collision and beam related backgrounds; we expect a
signal to background ratio of about 2:1.

A new first level muon trigger is required to improve the online performance of the present
first level muon trigger. Rejection factors achieved in the present PHENIX muon trigger, based
on information from the existing muon identifier system are about R=250. Measurements at the
luminosities needed for the W-physics program will requirerejection factors of R>5000.

The new first level muon trigger in PHENIX will be based on three fast trigger stations which
will be added to each of the PHENIX muon spectrometers as shown in Fig.43. The trigger stations
will use Resistive Plate Chamber (RPC) technology developed forthe muon trigger in the CMS
experiment at LHC. In addition new front end electronics for the existing muon tracker chambers
will make it possible to introduce muon arm tracking information in the future muon trigger.
Information from the three RPC stations and the muon tracker will be processed in standard
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Figure 43: The muon trigger upgrade layout. The existing muon tracker chambers and muon
identifier planes are shown with the resistive plate chamber stations R1-R3.

PHENIX first level trigger processor boards. The boards carry large Xilinx Fast Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and can carry out a fast online momentum measurement based on the
tracking information from the RPCs and the muon trackers. In addition a timing cut will be
applied in the RPC front-end electronics to remove beam backgrounds.

Detailed beam background measurements and beam-loss MonteCarlo simulations were car-
ried out to confirm that the substantial steel absorbers in PHENIX introduce a large asymmetry
in the incoming and outgoing beam backgrounds which can be exploited for triggering purposes.
Overall the expected rejection power of the new muon triggeris expected to be well above the
required level with R>10000.

The possibility of NSF funding for the RPCs is being pursued. A proposal has been submitted
to the NSF MRI program by a consortium of four University groups in January 2005: Abilene
Christian University, UC Riverside, University of Illinois and Iowa State University. The funding
requested from the MRI program is $2.0M with an additional $300k in institutional contributions
from UCR, ISU and UIUC. The proposal is presently being reviewed. A funding decision is
expected by summer 2005. Funding for the upgrade of the muon tracker front-end electronics,
estimated at $1M, is sought from Japanese sources. It is planned to complete the installation
process in late 2008.

PHENIX Silicon Vertex Tracker

The PHENIX Collaboration proposes to construct a Silicon Vertex Tracker (VTX) in the next
few years. The VTX will substantially enhance the physics capabilities of the PHENIX central
arm spectrometer. Our prime motivation is to provide precision measurements of heavy-quark
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production (charm and beauty) in A+A and p(d)+A collisions,and polarized p+p collisions. In
addition, addition of a large acceptance central detector capable of monitoring multiplicities of
hadronic final states along with their directions will enhance the PHENIX’s capability to study
Jets in hadron-hadron collisions. These are key measurements for the future RHIC program,
both for heavy ion physics which intends to study the properties of dense nuclear medium cre-
ated in their collisions, and for the exploration of the nucleon spin-structure through polarized
pp collisions. While the detailed list of physics measurements possible with the VTX detector is
discussed elsewhere [200], the principal measurements associated with polarizedpp program are:
(1) ∆g/g from charm and beauty production in polarizedpp scattering and (2) x dependence of
∆g/g from γ-jet correlations Heavy quark production has been measuredby PHENIX presently
through the observation of inclusive (decay) electrons. These measurements are limited in ac-
curacy by the systematic uncertainties resulting from possible large electron backgrounds orig-
inating from Dalitz decays and photon conversions. The measurements are statistical in nature,
and one uses different models to distinguish between charm and beauty contributions. The VTX
detector will provide tracking with a resolution of< 50µm over a large coverage both in rapidity
|η| < 1.2 and in azimuthal angle (∆φ ∼ 2π). A significantly improved measurement of heavy
quarks inpp collisions is deemed possible over a wide kinematic range with the VTX.

The proposed VTX detector will have four tracking layers. For the inner two layers we
propose to use silicon pixel devices with 50× 425 µm channels that were developed for the
ALICE experiment at CERN/LHC. Our preferred technology for outer two detector layers is a
silicon strip detector developed by the BNL InstrumentationDivision which consists of 80µm ×
3 cm strips layered to achieve an effective pixel size of 80× 1000µm. We plan to use SVX4
readout chip developed at FNAL for the strip readout. The main aim in using existing technology
has been to reduce the cost and time for R&D that for such a project could ordinarily be rather
high and long, respectively.

PHENIX proposes that the project will be mainly funded by twoagencies: the DOE Office
of Nuclear Physics and RIKEN Institute of Japan. While RIKEN funding of $3M has been
available since 2002, it is proposed that the$4.3M for the Strip Layers will be available from
DOE starting FY06. If the VTX is funded accordingly, it will built and commissioned in the
RHIC - Run 8 which presently is expected to be a long Au+Au run.

PHENIX Nose Cone Calorimeter

A proposal for a forward spectrometer upgrade is being developed with the objective of
greatly enhancing present capabilities for PHENIX in the forward direction. When completed,
the detector will sit near the PHENIX magnet poletips, and will result in a nearly ten-fold in-
crease in rapidity coverage for photons and to some extent for hadrons and jet detection, as well
as better triggering capabilities. Newly acquired access to forward production of inclusive jets,
direct photons or Drell-Yan pairs at largexF in nucleon-ion collisions at RHIC will provide a new
window for the observation of saturation phenomena expected at high parton number densities
which is of importance in the evolution of the partonic distribution functions. In combination
with the central arms, the possibility arises of of detecting γ + jet in polarizedpp with a large
rapidity gap, extending thex range over which PHENIX is sensitive to∆g.

The PHENIX Forward Upgrade is constrained by the existing muon spectrometer configu-
ration including its wire chambers, hadron absorber walls and magnet yokes. The core element
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of the proposed upgrade are compact tungsten calorimeters with silicon pixel readout and fine
transverse and longitudinal segmentation built to identify and measure forward electromagnetic
activity and provide jet identification and coarse jet energy measurements. The principal perfor-
mance aspect of the NCC is its ability to run in the unassisted mode (without upstream tracking).
The NCC is an extremely dense sampling calorimeter using tungsten absorber interleaved with
silicon readout layers.

4.2 STAR

4.2.1 Recent spin-related upgrades

A cross-sectional view of the STAR detector, emphasizing the subsystems that have been added
to the baseline detector [201] with the spin program as a primary driver, is shown in Fig. 44. The
relative luminosity monitoring critical for the measurement of spin asymmetries is provided by
Beam-Beam Counters (BBC) that have been added just to the east and west of the STAR magnet,
at a distance of 3.5 m from the beam intersection point. The BBC’sare plastic scintillating tile
detectors for charged particles over the pseudorapidity range 3.3 < η < 5.0. An east-west
prompt coincidence, sensitive to nearly 90% of the total non-singly diffractive pp cross section at√
s = 200 GeV, is used to discriminate beam collisions from beam-gas interaction background.

The azimuthal segmentation of the scintillating tiles permits the measurement of left-right and
up-down single-spin asymmetries. Comparison of the BBC asymmetries measured at STAR for
hits in the inner BBC tiles with those measured simultaneouslyin the RHIC CNI polarimeters
has revealed a small analyzing power (AN ≈ 0.006) suitable for use of the BBC’s as a local
polarimeter when the beam spin at STAR is transverse to its momentum. In particular, this
functionality is important for tuning the STAR spin rotators: as shown in Fig. 45, one can adjust
the rotator magnet currents to give longitudinal polarization at the IR by arranging for both (left-
right and up-down) BBC transverse asymmetries to vanish.

The major STAR upgrades already installed for the spin program represent additions of elec-
tromagnetic calorimetry (EMC) for the detection of high-energy photons, electrons andπ0 over
a broad range of pseudorapidity. The Forward Pion Detectors(FPD) are small lead-glass-based
calorimeters placed to the left and right, and above and below, the beam lines 7.5 m to the east and
west of the center of STAR. The FPD providesπ0 detection and identification at highxFeynman

and forward rapidity (3.3 < η < 4.1), where large single-spin transverse asymmetries have been
observed (see Figs. 6, 27). (The measurements reported in [60] were made with a precursor of the
present FPD’s that was a prototype section of the STAR EndcapEMC.) The FPD’s will continue
to be used to probe the origins of these large single-spin effects, and also to investigate gluon po-
larization via di-hadron coincidence measurements of the type discussed in Sec. 2.5. In addition,
the FPD provides access in d+Au collisions at STAR to the low Bjorken-x regime where gluon
saturation models predict, and the RHIC experiments have observed, the onset of significant sup-
pression of moderate-pT hadron production. A new calorimeter described below is planned to
greatly expand the coverage of STAR’s west-side FPD to enhance the above coincidence mea-
surements in both p+p and d+Au runs.

The largest additions to STAR relevant to the spin program are the Barrel (BEMC [202]) and
Endcap (EEMC [203]) calorimeters, funded by DOE and NSF, respectively. Each of these sub-
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Figure 44:Cross sectional view of the STAR detector as installed for the2005 RHIC run, em-
phasizing subsystems most relevant for the spin program, and their functions. Completion of the
readout electronics for the barrel EMC during the 2005 run will make the detection subsystems
used for p+p fore-aft symmetric, except for the endcap EMC, which resides on the west side.

systems is a multi-layer sandwich of Pb radiator sheets and plastic scintillator with light collection
via optical fibers. Each contains a fine-grained Shower-Maximum Detector (SMD – gaseous for
BEMC, plastic scintillator for EEMC) for discriminating single photons fromπ0 daughter pho-
ton pairs, by means of the transverse shape of the electromagnetic showers produced. Each also
contains pre-shower layers, and the endcap adds a post-shower layer as well, to improve elec-
tron/hadron discrimination. As shown in Fig. 46, the fabrication and installation of both EMC’s
has been completed during 2004, although installation of final readout electronics for the east half
of the BEMC is still anticipated to occur during February-March 2005. The EMC’s provide criti-
cal detection and triggering capability for STAR studies ofjets, photons,π0,W -bosons andJ/ψ
(as well as heavier quarkonium species), all of which play significant roles in the spin program
described in earlier sections of this document. The broad pseudorapidity coverage (−1 ≤ η ≤ 2)
permits, for example, study ofγ-jet coincidences spanning a broad range ofx-values for the
participating gluons, while still maintaining large transverse momenta (pT > 5 GeV/c) for the
partonic scattering.

Both EMC’s have performed well in partial installations for the 2003 and 2004 RHIC runs,
enabling detector commissioning, optimization of online calibration and triggering, debugging
of subtle electronics problems and initial extraction of physics results. The first paper based on
BEMC transverse energy measurements for Au+Au collisions atSTAR has already been pub-
lished [204]; others, based on electron spectra measured with the BEMC, are in preparation. Fig-
ure 47 shows an event display for a dijet detected with STAR’s TPC and BEMC, together with
the spectrum of the ratio of BEMC/total transverse energy for jets reconstructed within the partial
BEMC acceptance available during the 2004 p+p RHIC run. Figure48 shows a typical shower
profile measured with the EEMC Shower-Maximum Detector for aπ0 candidate, together with
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Figure 45: Left-right (a) and up-down (b) single-spin asymmetries measured vs. time during
the 2003 p+p run with the STAR BBC’s (closed symbols) and the RHIC CNI polarimeters (open
symbols). When the beam spin orientation at STAR was vertical, the left-right asymmetry was
consistently about half that of the CNI polarimeters. Initialtuning of the STAR spin rotators
to produce longitudinal polarization was carried out on day 14, by arranging for both BBC
transverse asymmetries to vanish, while the CNI asymmetries remained sizable.

an invariant mass spectrum reconstructed from the SMD and calorimeter tower information for
all two-cluster combinations detected with the partial EEMC for several 2004 p+p runs. Analysis
groups within STAR are actively working on optimizing the efficiency and background suppres-
sion in reconstruction algorithms for jets,π0 and single photons, electrons andJ/ψ. This work
is aiming toward first EMC-based spin publications in the latter half of 2005 (based on 2003 and
2004 data) and toward readiness for prompt analysis of results from the anticipated long p+p run
during 2005.

In addition to the above hardware upgrades, STAR has enhanced its spin program by the
addition of new collaborators over the past few years. Prominent new groups with heavy interest
in spin from MIT, LBNL, CalTech and Valparaiso University complement the groups from BNL,
ANL, Indiana University, UCLA, Penn State, Texas A&M University, JINR Dubna and IHEP
Protvino, who have been instrumental in launching STAR’s spin program. With these hardware
and manpower additions, the resources are in place to permitSTAR to address many of the high
priority spin physics goals described in Sec. 2, most prominently the delineation of gluon helicity
preferences via a number of reaction channels. Learning curves, but no additional equipment,
are anticipated for dealing most effectively with the TPC pileup and BBC occupancy problems
that will arise as the p+p luminosity increases at RHIC, and formonitoring beam polarization
locally at STAR when the beam spins are oriented longitudinally. For example, fine-grained
shower-maximum detectors already installed in STAR’s Zero Degree Calorimeters will still be
useful for monitoring the beam polarization, via the neutron production asymmetries shown in
Fig. 42, at much higher than present luminosity. It may be possible to monitor longitudinal beam
polarization via the anticipated appreciableALL asymmetry for quark-quark scattering, which
can be emphasized by requiring two high-pT hadrons detected in STAR with a large rapidity
interval between them. Additional upgrades are needed, however, to optimizeW detection and
the measurement of flavor-dependent sea antiquark polarizations in STAR, as described below.
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Figure 46:Photographs showing insertion of one of the final barrel EMC modules into STAR (left)
and the complete endcap EMC on the west poletip (right). With completion of these subsystems,
STAR is ready to take full advantage of long polarized p+p runs in the 2005-9 period.

4.2.2 Future STAR upgrades relevant to the spin physics program

TheW± production studies central to the envisioned spin physics program at
√
s = 500 GeV

strain the capabilities of STAR’s Time Projection Chamber, which was designed for heavy-ion
collisions to track charged particle momenta up topT ∼ 10 GeV/c. The TPC provides very
limited resolution forW daughter leptons up topT of 40 GeV/c, especially in the endcap region
(η > 1), where the drifting electrons from charged particle tracks intercept a decreasing fraction
of the readout pad rows. Fortunately, the EMC’s provide measurements of electron transverse
energy with a typical resolution∼ 4% for pT ≈ 40 GeV/c. But the EMC’s alone cannot discrim-
inate electrons from positrons, and charge sign determination for the parentW is critical to the
physics goal of separatingu from d polarizations in the proton sea (see Sec. 2.7). Furthermore,
comparison ofpT measured from track curvature withET measured in the calorimeters provides
a powerful method (over and above those available from the EMC’s alone) to discriminate the
low-rateW signal from a background of more abundant high-pT charged hadrons. While STAR’s
present tracking capabilities are adequate for these tasksin the BEMC region, upgraded tracking
is needed forW± production in the endcap region, where the separation ofu from d polarizations
is kinematically cleanest (see Sec. 2.7).

The need for improved endcap tracking is demonstrated in Fig. 49 by simulations of 30 GeV/c
pion tracks, whose sagitta in the middle of the endcap regionis ≈ 2.5 mm. With the TPC
alone, the charge sign is misidentified about 15-20% of the time. The addition of three space
points measured with∼ 50µm resolution near the vertex and two with∼ 100µm resolution
just in front of the endcap would completely remove the charge misidentification problem, and
would provide 30% relativepT resolution at the high momenta of relevance to theW production
program. Improvements of this order are quite feasible withthe arrangement of detectors outlined
below, and would greatly enhance the physics impact of STAR’sW measurements.

The conceptual designs presently under consideration for upgraded forward tracking in STAR
are illustrated in Fig. 50. Space points near the vertex would be provided by an array of annular
silicon strip detectors placed just downstream of STAR’s vertex tracking devices, and inside the
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Figure 47: Event displays showing tracks reconstructed from a p+p di-jet event in the STAR
TPC (a) and from the TPC and BEMC (b). The events were collectedduring the 2004 run,
when only the west half of the BEMC was functional. The lower frames show preliminary STAR
p+p jet physics results: (c) the spectrum of the ratio of BEMCto total (TPC+BEMC) energy
measured for inclusive jets, for two different jet triggers;(d) the distribution of azimuthal angle
differences between the reconstructed jet axes for di-jet events [205]. The differences between the
two spectra in (c) reflect trigger biases (qualitatively consistent with simulations) that must be
understood to extract reliable information concerning gluon polarization from measured jet two-
spin asymmetries. The fit to the angular correlation in (d) isused to extract the mean transverse
momentum〈kT 〉 of the interacting partons before the hard scattering that produces the di-jet.
STAR’s results for〈kT 〉 are consistent with the world data for p+p at other collision energies
[205].

TPC’s inner field cage. Position would be measured just upstream of the EEMC in an array of 3-
layer Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) chambers [206] tiling the pseudorapidity region1 < η ≤ 2,
over the full azimuthal acceptance. The silicon disks wouldbe integrated with and extend the
coverage of a new barrel silicon-strip tracker envisioned to surround, and provide high-rate tracks
pointing to, a high-resolution Advanced Pixel Sensor micro-vertex detector (the Heavy Flavor
Tracker, HFT). The primary motivation for the latter two subsystems comes from the needs for
high-quality measurements of slightly displaced verticesassociated with heavy quark production
in STAR heavy-ion collisions. Research and development on the type and size of GEM chambers
that would be needed for the endcap tracker is ongoing in a collaboration between STAR and
PHENIX. In addition to the ability to obtain the needed spatial resolution with thin chambers that
would fit within the narrow space available in front of the EEMC, the GEM technology provides
fast detectors whose tracking information would significantly alleviate ambiguities from pileup
tracks in the TPC anticipated at the ultimate RHIC pp luminosities.

STAR groups from MIT and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory are leading a collabo-
ration of several institutions (including ANL, BNL, IUCF, Yale and Zagreb) in planning the inner
and endcap tracking upgrades. (The heavy-ion-driven HFT upgrade project is led by the LBNL
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Figure 48:Elements ofπ0 reconstruction with the STAR EEMC. Frames (a) and (b) show trans-
verse electromagnetic shower profiles measured in two orthogonal SMD planes for a single event
with a 14 GeVπ0 candidate detected during the 2004 RHIC p+p run (when one third of the SMD
was functional). Frame (c) shows the invariant mass spectrum reconstructed for several p+p runs
from all possible pairings of EEMC points in the calorimetertowers and SMD strips. Theπ0 peak
is prominent. Algorithm development to optimize reconstruction efficiency and resolution, and
discrimination of single photons fromπ0 is ongoing.

group.) The conceptual design of the silicon disks and GEM chambers is not yet complete, with
still important open issues to address concerning the optimal tradeoffs between coverage and
cost, the resolution impact of material in the endcap of the TPC, etc. The present plan is to pro-
ceed with this upgrade in two stages: first, the silicon barrel would be proposed, with the goal of
fabricating and installing it in STAR in time for an FY09 RHIC run, when it would be needed to
get optimal usage from the HFT (which is to be proposed on a slightly faster timeline); the silicon
disks and GEM chambers would be proposed about a year later, with the goal of installation for
a long 500 GeV pp run in FY10, when we would hope to collect a large fraction of the statistics
needed for theW productionAL measurements. The rough funding scope anticipated for these
two phases is∼ $6M and $5M, respectively, with contingency. Both DOE and NSFfunding are
likely to be sought to share the costs for the second phase. Inaddition, potential University based
funding sources are being considered.

Additional planned STAR upgrades driven by the heavy-ion research program will also have
significant benefits for the p+p spin measurements. An extension of STAR’s forward electro-
magnetic calorimetry coverage beyond the EEMC, to 2.5<

∼η<
∼4, has been proposed to the NSF

in January 2005. This Forward Meson Spectrometer (FMS) (seeFig. 51) would be constructed
from existing lead-glass counters to replace and expand thepresent Forward Pion Detector on
STAR’s west side. The primary motivation for the FMS is to probe the contributions of gluons
to nuclear structure at very low Bjorkenx (down tox ∼ 0.001) in proton-nucleus or deuteron-
nucleus collisions at RHIC. Gluon saturation models predict asuppression of hadron production
at moderatepT in this forward rapidity region, which can be tested by systematic measurements
for mesons reconstructed from their daughter photons. Furthermore, Color Glass Condensate ap-
proaches to high-density QCD treat the gluons at such lowx and at moderate momentum transfers
as a classical field, from which parton scattering will result in mono-jet, rather than traditional di-
jet, products. The FMS will allow searches for the onset of such mono-jet events as a function of
the rapidity interval between correlated pairs of hadrons (e.g., π0) detected in coincidence within
STAR’s extended EMC coverage.
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Figure 49: Tracking simulations for the endcap pseudorapidity region(1 < η < 2) in STAR,
showing thepT response to 30 GeV/c thrownπ− under various assumptions of tracking detectors.
With the TPC alone, at present performance levels, thepT resolution is poor, and the charge sign
is mistaken∼ 20% of the time. With a forward tracking upgrade the resolution will be sufficient
for theW± production program, and the charge sign errors will be removed. The simulation here
assumes measurement of three space points with 50µm resolution inside the TPC inner field cage
and of two space points with 100µm resolution just in front of the EEMC.

Similar coincidences between leading hadrons in polarizedp+p collisions permit study of
parton-parton scattering spin sensitivities under conditions where one can vary the subprocess
(qq vs. qg vs. gg) contributions in a controlled manner. As described in Sec. 2.4.1 of this
document,ALL measurements for such di-hadron events are part of the planned approach toward
unraveling the polarization of gluons in a polarized proton. Furthermore,AN measurements for
mesons in the FMS, in coincidence with other jet fragments, will probe the origin of the large
single-spin asymmetries already found (see Fig. 27) for forwardπ0 production, as described in
Sec. 2.5. Thus, the spin program would make substantial use of the FMS once it is installed in
STAR.

It is hoped the FMS will be installed for the FY07 RHIC run, whenSTAR’s present plans
call for the next long d+Au collision run. Total funding needed for this project is about $1M,
with most of this sought from NSF. The project is being led by STAR physicists from Penn State
University, BNL and IHEP Protvino, with additional participation by LBNL and Texas A&M
University. The lead-glass cells would be taken from the existing STAR west-side FPD and from
an available supply owned by the Protvino group.

The case for other STAR upgrades driven by the heavy-ion program is summarized in the
STAR Decadal Plan [207]. An upgrade to the TPC front-end readout electronics and to the
STAR Data Acquisition system will increase the event rate capability from the present∼ 100
Hz to ∼ 1000 Hz, by 2007-8. This upgrade has two significant implicationsfor the spin pro-
gram: the FEE upgrade will free up space directly in front of the EEMC, needed for eventual
installation of the endcap GEM tracker described above; theDAQ upgrade will permit collection
of large data samples for abundant reaction channels, such as inclusive jet orπ0 production at
moderatepT , without introducing sizable and undesirable dead time forthe rarer channels, such
as direct photon production. The barrel Time-Of-Flight detector proposed to improve (by 2008)
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Figure 50: Schematic illustration of one layout of silicon and GEM detectors presently under
consideration for STAR’s tracking upgrades. In (a) the various components of the staged tracking
upgrade are shown in their intended locations within the STAR detector. Frame (b) shows the
layout of triple GEM chambers envisioned to tile the region in front of the EEMC. Frame (c)
shows the inner tracking region, including four silicon disks considered as part of the forward
tracking improvement driven by the spin program. The other proposed subsystems highlighted
in (c) – a fast barrel silicon tracker (supplanting STAR’s current Silicon Vertex Tracker) and an
Advanced Pixel Sensor micro-vertex detector – address needs for heavy flavor tracking in the
heavy-ion program. The forward silicon tracker must be integrated with them and the associated
changes they require in the beam pipe through the central region of STAR.

STAR’s particle identification up to∼ 3 GeV/c in heavy-ion collisions will also aid the spin pro-
gram,e.g., in permitting clean identification of charged pions, and hence of theρ-meson invariant
mass region, for studies of transversity via interference fragmentation functions (see Sec. 2.5).
The Heavy Flavor Tracker mentioned above, while again driven by studies of the unique matter
produced in heavy-ion collisions, will also permit improved identification in STAR of the produc-
tion of heavy quarks in p+p collisions, providing access to gluon polarization and to possible spin
effects from the quark mass (explicit chiral-symmetry-breaking) terms in the QCD Lagrangian.

In summary, the completion of the barrel and endcap EMC’s, following the addition of the
Beam-Beam Counters and Forward Pion Detectors, has brought STAR to full readiness to exploit
the anticipated long polarized pp collision runs during the2005-9 period. A significant upgrade
to STAR’s forward tracking capabilities is still needed to optimize itsW± production program
in 500 GeV pp runs anticipated for the 2009-12 period. Other STAR upgrades planned for the
next several years, primarily to enhance its capabilities in studying heavy-ion collisions, will have
significant side benefits for the spin program.
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Figure 51:Front view of the intended layout of Pb-glass counters comprising the proposed For-
ward Meson Spectrometer (FMS) at STAR. The detector would replace the current west Forward
Pion Detector located 7.5 m from the center of STAR, greatly expanding acceptance for mesons
decaying to photons and for meson coincidences in a kinematic region dominated by contribu-
tions from gluons at very low Bjorkenx. This coverage is important to both the search for satu-
ration of gluon densities in nuclei and to the STAR spin program. The pseudorapidity coverage
is indicated by the red circles representing loci atη = 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0.

4.3 Other experiments

4.3.1 PP2PP

The pp2pp Experiment last took data in 2003, using silicon detectors in four Roman Pot stations
that can remotely place the detectors close to the outgoing blue and yellow beams, measuring
elastic scattering from collisions at IP 2. Results from thisrun are discussed in section 2. With
a small modification requiring rotation of two stations to a horizontal orientation, the present ex-
perimental setup, see Fig. 52 is suitable for sensitive transverse spin measurements in an extended
|t|-range,0.003 < |t| < 0.020 (GeV/c)2. This running would use accelerator optics ofβ∗=20 m.
For

√
s=500 GeV, optics withβ∗=20 m allows measurements up to|t| ≈ 0.12 (GeV/c)2. A

proposal is being prepared, to run in 2006.

4.3.2 BRAHMS

The BRAHMS detector is well suited to explore thexf andpT dependence of the single spin
asymmetries for identified charged hadrons. The forward spectrometer is operated at2.3o and
4.0o for these measurements. The spectrometer has a total bending power of 7.2 Tm and a mo-
mentum resolution ofδp/p ≈ 1−2%. The particle identification in the current setup using a Ring
Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detector allows forπ± identification for momenta up to 35 GeV/c.
Operating the RICH at a lower pressure of the radiative gas ofC4F10 will allow for π identifica-
tion up to≈ 50GeV/c. Identification of kaons is possible up to a somewhat lower momentum
thanπs due to the lower yields. During the 2004 run, a small sample ofπ+ andπ− data were
taken. Preliminary data are shown in section 2. The coveragein pT vs xf is shown in Fig. 53.
Future measurements in 2005 and possibly in 2006 will extendthis coverage towards largerxf
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Figure 52:Layout of the pp2pp Experiment. Note the detector pairs RP1, RP2 and RP3, RP4 lie
in different RHIC rings. Scattering is detected in either one of two arms: Arm A is formed from
RP3U and RP1D. Conversely, Arm B is formed from RP3D and RP1U.
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andpT . The required delivered luminosity for such measurements is2 − 4pb−1.

4.3.3 Jet Target Experiment

With the addition of recoil detectors at more forward angles, covering 85◦ to 60◦, and with for-
ward detectors near the beam direction, thet range of the polarized atomic hydrogen jet tar-
get in RHIC can be substantially increased. The present detectors cover−t=0.0015 to 0.03
(GeV/c)2 for polarimetry. A proposal is being considered to reach−t=1 (GeV/c)2. The exper-
iment would make precise measurements of the cross section and transverse spin asymmetries
(dσ/dt, AN , ANN ) for pp elastic scattering, from the Coulomb nuclear interference region to
the intermediatet region dominated by Pomeron scattering, and into the diffraction dip region
around−t ∼1 (GeV/c)2. With the use of additional RF transitions, the jet target canalso pro-
duce deuteron beams. Deuterons would allow the study of polarizedpd scattering, comparing the
protons scattering from protons (I=1) to deuterons (I=0). Another attractive possibility with this
facility is to scatter light ion beams from the polarized jettarget. This allows the study of nuclear
effects in polarizedpA scattering.

4.3.4 Large Acceptance New RHIC Detector

A new comprehensive detector [165] has been discussed for RHIC II to measure and identify
hadrons, electrons and muons, photons and jets over a large rapidity range and full azimuth. Such
a comprehensive detector utilizing polarized p+p interactions at the RHIC II facility is an effective
way to explore the structure and dynamics of the proton beyond the present RHIC spin program
capabilities. The detector utilizes precision tracking and particle identification to large transverse
momentum (20 GeV/c) in a 1.3 T solenoidal magnetic field with complete electromagnetic and
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hadronic calorimetry and muon identification over−3.5 < η < 3.5. Further coverage forward
(3.5 < η < 4.8) with tracking, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimetryis planned. High rate
data-acquisition and triggering capabilities allow an investigation of rare processes, such as a
possible parity violating interaction in the Standard Model (SM) and polarization of the QCD
sea, that are complementary to a future dedicated eRHIC facility. RHIC II is in a unique position
to explore aspects of physics beyond the SM in a region of phase space that is unconstrained by
current or future experimental efforts at other collider facilities.

Some of the exciting spin physics topics that can be covered with a new comprehensive de-
tector at RHIC II are the following: a) The polarization of strangeness in the sea can be probed by
charm-tagged production at

√
s = 500 GeV in such a RHIC II detector. b) Gluons in the proton

can be accessed directly through measurements of heavy-flavor production in various leptonic
decay channels over a large kinematic range in the new detector. Measurements of heavy quarko-
nia will probe gluons in the proton at higher RHIC II luminosities. c) The transversity densities
of quarks and anti-quarks will be accessible at RHIC, but can beprobed with greater precision
at RHIC II. The increased luminosity of RHIC II and the broad acceptance of the new detector
will make possible double-transverse spin asymmetry (ATT ) measurements for high-pT inclusive
jets and the Drell-Yan process. d) Predictions for physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), e.g.
new parity-violating interactions, may be discovered using spin measurements at RHIC II [173].
Here parity violation arises within the SM for quark-quark scattering through the interference of
gluon- and Z0-exchange. Observation of a parity-violating single-spinasymmetry in inclusive
single-jet production at RHIC II would signify quark compositeness [166]. Predicted deviations
from the SM prediction are extremely small and increase withtransverse jet energy, requiring
the highest possible luminosities and data rates, and largecoverage for jet measurements to the
highest possible transverse energies. e) Although open charm production is fairly well under-
stood, beauty production exhibits large discrepancies between theory [208] and recent data from
HERA [209] and LEP [210]. This has led to an extensive discussion of physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model (SM) as an explanation for this discrepancy.vii RHIC II could play an important role
in understanding this discrepancy through its ability to investigate energy- and spin-dependent
charm and bottom production.
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5 Spin plan schedule

In the charge, we were requested to consider two running schedules: 10 and 5 physics weeks
for spin per year. These follow, showingexampleplans. We emphasize that the actual run plan
will be developed from the experiment beam use proposals. Our consideration of these scenarios
should not suggest that we advocate a change to this successful approach.

A key issue is the completion of experiment hardware to run the W physics program. The
required hardware are the muon trigger improvements for PHENIX, and a forward tracker for
STAR. The PHENIX muon triggering improvements are estimatedto cost $2.3M for resistive
plate chambers and $1M for muon tracker electronics. Planned completion is for the 2009 RHIC
run. The STAR tracker (estimated $5M) is planned to be proposed in 2006, and to be complete
for the 2010 run.

The example plan below for the 10 physics week/year case is ”technically driven”. The plan
assumes that the funding is received, and the work is completed as planned. For the 5 week
plan, the delay in reaching luminosity goals for

√
s=200 GeV delays the start of the W running

considerably, by greater than three years. An early completion of the W hardware is less of an
issue for this case.

A second key issue is machine performance. We assume that we reach the polarization goal
of 70% in 2006. For luminosity, we assume in the example plan that we reach 0.7 times the
”maximum” luminosity (see section 3). This assumption is discussed there.

A third key issue is experiment availability, in which we include up time, live time, and the
fraction of the collision vertex accepted by the experiment. This results in ”recorded luminosity”
for each experiment. We have taken the up time to be 70% for each experiment, as has been
achieved. The live time for PHENIX is 90%, due to multi-eventbuffering; the live time for
STAR is 50% for data-taking including the TPC, and 90% for datausing fast detectors only. The
online data selection adjusts thresholds, for example the lowerpT requirement, to reach these live
time levels. The PHENIX vertex acceptance for the 200 GeV running is 50%, requiring the vertex
to be within 30 cm of the IP. We have used this acceptance also for 500 GeV. The STAR vertex
acceptance contains all collisions, with more restrictivevertex selection for certain processes.
The overall factor for recorded/delivered luminosity for PHENIX is 32%, and for STAR is 35%
(data with TPC) and 63% (fast detectors only). The physics sensitivities shown in section 2 also
include apparatus acceptance and event selection acceptance.

Another factor in calculating sensitivities is the ratio oflongitudinal to transverse spin run-
ning. STAR and PHENIX can choose this independently, and theactual split will be decided at
the time. We have used 75% longitudinal and 25% transverse for 200 GeV running, and 100%
longitudinal for 500 GeV runnning, for both experiments.

5.1 10 physics weeks

Table 6 shows the example spin plan for 10 physics weeks per year, with atechnically driven
schedule. The 200 GeV running continues through mid-2009, with a target total of 275 pb−1

delivered. By the year 2009, the PHENIX muon triggering improvements are complete, and the
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STAR forward tracking is partially in place, and complete for the 2010 run. The year 2009 is split
with both 200 GeV and 500 GeV running. By the completion of the year 2012, for 500 GeV, the
target luminosity of 980 pb−1 is delivered. Polarization is taken as 0.7 from 2006, for both 200
GeV and 500 GeV running. These luminosities and polarizations provide the physics sensitivities
presented in section 2.

Table 6:RHIC spin example schedule, 10 physics weeks per year, technically driven. Luminosi-
ties are 0.7 times maximum.

Fiscal year Spin Weeks CME(GeV) P L(pb−1) Remarks
2002 5 200 0.15 0.5 First pol. pp collisions!

Transverse spin
2003 4 200 0.3 1.6 Spin rotators commissioned,

first helicity measurements
2004 3 200 0.4 3 New betatron tune developed,

first jet absolute meas. P
2005 10 200 0.5 14 ALL(π0, jet),

also 500 GeV studies
2006 10 200 0.7 32 AGS Cold Snake commissioned,

NEG vacuum coating complete
2007 10 200 0.7 88

2008 10 200 0.7 106 Directγ

2009 5 200 0.7 35 target complete for 200 GeV;
5 500 0.7 180 PHENIXµ trig.; W starts

2010 10 500 0.7 266 STAR forward tracker;
W physics

2011 10 500 0.7 266

2012 10 500 0.7 266 Completes 500 GeV target

5.2 5 physics weeks

Table 7 gives the example spin plan for 5 physics weeks per year, which we have interpreted to
mean 10 physics weeks each two years to reduce the end effects. The programs are stretched out
to over 6 years for the gluon polarization measurements at 200 GeV, and an additional 6 years or
more for the W physics program. The proposed measurements would be completed in 2019 or
later.
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Table 7:RHIC spin example schedule, average 5 physics weeks per year.

Fiscal year Spin Weeks CME(GeV) P L(pb−1) Remarks
2005 10 200 0.5 14 ALL(π0, jet),

also 500 GeV studies
2006-2007 10 200 0.7 32 AGS Cold Snake commissioned,

NEG vacuum coating complete
2008-2009 10 200 0.7 88 Directγ

2010-11 10 200 0.7 106

20012-13 5 200 0.7 35 200 GeV target complete;
5 500 0.7 180 PHENIXµ trig.

2014-2015 10 500 0.7 266 STAR forward tracker;
W physics

2016-2017 10 500 0.7 266

2018-2019 10 500 0.7 266 Completes 500 GeV target
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6 Summary

In this document we have described the RHIC spin research plan, responding to the request by
the Department of Energy Office of Nuclear Physics. We were requested to cover 1) the science,
2) the requirements for the accelerator, 3) the resources that are needed and timelines, and 4) the
impact of a constant effort budget to the program.

1) The science is presented in section 2. Here we have emphasized measuring gluon polariza-
tion and anti-quark polarization in the proton. RHIC will provide the first sensitive measurements
of each. We believe this is an exciting program, which addresses the structure of matter.

2) The accelerator requirements are presented in section 3.We are well along in reaching the
polarization requirement of 70%, and anticipate reaching this goal in 2006, for 200 GeV running.
To reach this goal for 500 GeV running will require releveling the machine, which is planned.
Reaching the luminosity goal will be challenging. We must store 2 × 1011 polarized protons
in 110 rf bunches in each RHIC ring and collide them. RHIC at our luminosity will operate
near or above previously achieved beam-beam parameters, and will be the first hadron collider
in the strong-strong beam-beam regime. For the physics sensitivities presented, we have used a
luminosity of 0.7 times the calculated maximum.

3) The required experiment resources are presented in section 4. The PHENIX and STAR de-
tectors are complete for the gluon polarization program. Both need improvements to be ready for
the W physics program. These are described in the section. For a ”technically driven” program,
where the improvements are funded and completed as proposed, the PHENIX detector will be
ready for W physics in 2009, and the STAR detector in 2010.

There are also important planned upgrades for the heavy ion and spin programs that greatly
extend the range of spin physics, and these are also described in section 4.

4) The impact of a constant effort budget is presented in section 5, where we compare the two
plans, as requested in the charge to the RHIC Spinplan Group:

”I ask that you consider two RHIC Spin running scenarios: 1) 5 spin physics data taking
weeks per year (averaged over two years using the combined fiscal year concept); 2) 10 spin
physics data taking weeks per year. These two scenarios will give appropriate indications of
the physic goals that can be met over a period of years without involving the Group in difficult
funding and cost scenarios that are not central to the calculation of physics accomplishments
over time.” (Appendix A)

The plan with 10 spin physics weeks per year, the technicallydriven plan, completes the
gluon polarization measurements and the W physics measurements by 2012.

The plan with 5 spin physics weeks per year completes this program in 2019 or later.
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7 Appendix: the charge from DOE

CHARGE
to the RHIC Spin Plan Group
T. Kirk, ALD-HENP
November 9, 2004

The RHIC Spin Plan Group is charged with creating a written report that is responsive to the rec-
ommendation from the DOE S&T Review Committee in the ExecutiveSummary section of the
”Department of Energy Office of Nuclear Physics Report on the Science and Technology Review
of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at BNL - September 20, 2004.” The recommenda-
tion made in that report was: ”BNL should prepare a document that articulates its research plan
for the RHIC spin physics program. A copy should be submitted to DOE by January 31, 2005.”
The text of the report goes on to identify appropriate objectives that the plan should encompass. I
accept these objectives and transmit them to the RHIC Spin Plan Group here: ”The plan should:
(1) explain what science can be done at RHIC in the context of current and future capabilities
world-wide (i.e. what will be the important measurements, what will be their significance and
impact and will some of these be made elsewhere prior to RHIC, etc.), (2) explain what acceler-
ator and detector performances are needed to make the measurements (i.e. what beam energies,
intensities and polarizations, what detector capabilities, etc.), (3) identify the needed resources to
implement the research plan and subsequent timeline with the significant technical and scientific
milestones that will be achieved (assuming projected improvements in luminosity and polariza-
tions, estimated time for developing the 500 GeV proton beam, estimated times to implement
needed detector upgrades, what funding will be needed, etc.), and (4) explain the impact of a
constant effort budget to the planned research program.”

In addition to these objectives, I wish to supply some practical guidelines to the Group on the
resource levels that should guide the outcome of the Plan. Specifically, I ask that you consider
two RHIC Spin running scenarios: 1) 5 spin physics data takingweeks per year (averaged over
two years using the combined fiscal year running concept); 2)10 spin physics data taking weeks
per year. These two scenarios will give appropriate indications of the physic goals that can be
met over a period of years without involving the Group in difficult funding and cost scenarios
that are not central to the calculation of the physics accomplishments over time. On the research
efforts side, you should assume ”constant effort” which means that inflation is compensated for
the research budgets and staff is, therefore, not lost year by year.

You will also need the accelerator performance estimates provided by the accelerator physi-
cists in the Collider-Accelerator Department and this will be provided to you. A knowledgeable
member of the C-AD accelerator physics staff will be appointed to the RHIC Spin Plan Group to
facilitate this purpose.

Finally, you should use the 20 Year RHIC Plan and the RHIC II planning process to integrate
the spin parts of those activities with your report. The written report is due on January 31,
2005 for transmission to DOE Office of Nuclear Physics and should be reviewed by me prior to
transmission to DOE.
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